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The onset of a frost can cause millions of dollars of lost profit due to damage to the
grapevine buds utilized for the production of world class wines. The aim of this thesis
is to assess the synoptic controls on springtime frost incidence in the complex terrain
of Cromwell, Central Otago, New Zealand/Aotearoa (45.03°S and 169.20°E). The main
research objectives of the research are to (1) identify a statistically significant synoptic
signal that leads to springtime frost incidence using synoptic weather types and (2)
to investigate the meteorological variables associated with specific synoptic weather
types to separate a frost event from a non-frost event. An understanding of the re-
lationships between synoptic weather types and the incidence of frost is desirable
because of the practical, operational, and economic implications that frost incidence
poses in this region. The implications are particularly important given that there is an
acknowledged increase in the synoptic types (anticyclones) over New Zealand that are
associated with the incidence of frost.
Kidson types were temporally aligned with a historical weather dataset from NIWA’s
CliFLo network (1950 - 2017) in such a manner that each frost or non-frost in the Aus-
tral spring (September, October, and November) were preceded by preceding noon
Kidson type (PNKT) and midnight Kidson type (MKT). The model utilized was clas-
sified as being an excellent predictor given the metric of the receiver operator curve
(ROC- score of 80.4%). The top ten most probable Kidson transitions were character-
ized by southwesterly winds (HW, SW, TSW Kidson types) at noon. The most proba-
ble midnight Kidson types to render a frost are characterized by anticyclonic activity
iii
(HW, HSE, R, NE). On the contrary, the ten least likely Kidson transitions to render a
frost are those that are characterized by either noontime westerlies (H, W) or noontime
northerly quarter winds (TNW, HE). Following this, the most probable midnight Kid-
son types to render a non-frost are characterized by being part of the trough (T, TSW,
TNW) or zonal regime (W).
The ERA-Interim reanalysis dataset was used to investigate the meteorological vari-
ables (mean sea level pressure (MSLP), MSLP anomalies, wind speed and direction,
total column water (TCW) anomalies, and relative humidity (RH)) that separate a frost
event from a non frost event, thereby achieving objective 2. Frost events are consis-
tently characterized by higher pressures than that of non-frost events with regards to
both MSLP and MSLP anomalies. Frosts are consistently characterized by less atmo-
spheric moisture in both absolute and relative metrics (negative TCW anomalies, and
lower RH values) when compared to non-frost events. With regards to wind, wind-
speeds are consistently lower within the interior of the South Island, and the incident
synoptic winds are more meridional/southerly during fros events than non-frosts.
The statistical link between the incidence of frost and synoptic types in this study was
achieved in complex terrain, suggesting that it successfully captured the local response
(particularly katabatic drainage winds) to synoptic processes with regards to the inci-
dence of frost, and may have potential for utilization elsewhere in New Zealand. The
climate reanalysis component of this study proved to be effective, as it was able to dis-
cern the meteorological variables that are influential on the incidence of frost. Thus,
it is concluded that this thesis makes a significant contribution towards developing an
understanding that leads to springtime frost incidence in Cromwell, and provides a
means to differentiate the controlling factors on such events.
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Archaeological evidence from the highlands of modern day northwestern Iran sug-
gests that humans have been enjoying wine since at least 5400 BC (McGovern, 2003),
and continues to be enjoyed to this day (personal experience). The grapevine is a dias-
pora that most likely originated from the temperate regions of the Caucasus in west-
ern Asia, and was subsequently propagated to the rest of the world via anthropogenic
transport (Jackson and Schuster, 2001). Integral to the migration process was the dom-
inance of the Roman Empire, which facilitated the propagation of the vine over areas
spanning their dominion in Europe. The vine was transported to the “New World” by
colonizers to areas that could climatically permit the growth of the vine; eventually,
the vine found its roots planted in New Zealand soils in the early 19th century.
Climate is considered to be of paramount importance in regards to both where grapes
can be grown, and the quality of wine that is produced (Jackson and Schuster, 2001),
with some having said that climate is in fact the most integral factor in the produc-
tion of wine (Bragato, 1906). In regions where the climate is too warm, the grape vine
becomes an evergreen, and produces inferior fruit. On the contrary, in regions where
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the climate is too cold, the fruit does not reach perfection, and is ill suited for con-
sumption or use. Extensive human experience has suggested latitudinal limits (as a
function of temperature) for where vine growth is viable. In areas where mean annual
temperatures exceed 20°C, winters are too mild for the vine to go into dormancy and
do not experience leaf fall, rendering a poor crop yield. On the opposite side of the
spectrum, if the mean annual temperature is below 10°C, summers are likely too short
and vines will thus have insufficient time to ripen fruits. Coupled with this is the fact
that the low winter temperatures may kill or permanently damage the vines. Thus, a
mean annual temperature between 10°C and 20°C is seen as ideal (Jackson and Schus-
ter, 2001). Poleward of the warm latitudinal limit, wine production increases, with a
positive relationship between perceived quality and latitude (that is, wines produced
near the cooler limit yield the highest quality wines). With respect to the variety of
wines being produced, high quality red wines are produced slightly more equatorial
than high quality whites with respect to the cooler latitudinal limit.
The reasons as to why cooler climates yield higher quality table wines when compared
to those grown in warmer climates remain unsolved, but it has been postulated that
the time of ripening coupled with the greater diurnal temperature range in which the
grapes ripen is of special significance (Jackson and Schuster, 2001). Cool climate grown
grapes ripen in the autumn, when temperatures are lower and there are significant
fluctuations in diurnal temperatures. The lower temperatures in autumn, coupled with
the significant diurnal temperature fluctuations, have been suggested to be responsible
for the slow development of sugars during the ripening phase, thus resulting in wine
with a superior aroma, flavour, and balance. However, producing wines in colder
climates does pose it’s risks; frosts in both spring and autumn pose threats to the vine,
as these coincide with the end and beginning of the growing season .
Spring frosts are of particular importance in the context of viticulture as frosts during
these times damage the young shoots, severely reducing yields for the current growing
season, and for growing seasons to come (Jones et al., 2010). As such, spring time and
2
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the associated budding of the vine brings heightened anxiety to viticulturists regard-
ing the potential economic disaster that a spring frost could potentially bring. Gener-
ally speaking, -2°C is accepted as the critical temperature for damage to plant tissue,
however, the potential physical and economic damage to the vine is dependent on the
timing of the frost with regards to the severity and duration, and its relation to the
development phase of the vine. The susceptibility of the vine to frost increases with
greater heat accumulation and thus further phenological development (Trought et al.,
1999; Jones et al., 2010). With further phenological development, more water is present
in the developing buds and the ability to tolerate lower temperatures decreases (Mcart-
ney, 2003). It is not until the summer months that the vine is robust enough to appro-
priately defend itself from colder temperatures, and until that point is reached, vines
are susceptible to frosts, thereby necessitating accurate forecasting of frost events.
1.2 New Zealand Viticulture
Grape growing regions within New Zealand span a latitudinal range of 10 degrees,
from the north of the North Island (35°S) to Central Otago in the central southern
South Island (45°S) – see figure 1.1. Viticulture in New Zealand was originally initi-
ated in the northern regions, namely around Auckland and Hawke’s Bay. Eventually,
the movement to the southern reaches of the country were facilitated by both the desire
for distinctive, cool-climate wines and the budding tourist industry in the south cen-
tral South Island (Fitzharris and Endlicher, 1996). Variations in climate are expected
within this latitudinal range, and concomitantly a change in environmental hazards
to the vine. For instance, the humid conditions in the Auckland and Northland areas
provide excellent conditions for fungal diseases; whereas the risks of frosts increase
as vineyards are located more southward, such as in Central Otago (Ross, 2003). That
is not to say that vineyards in the northern regions are not prone to frost, as it has
been recognized that frosts are a significant hazard to vineyards across New Zealand
3
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Figure 1.1 Major vineyard regions of New Zealand with elevation, from Sturman and
Quénol (2013).
(Trought et al., 1999).
The relationship between frost incidence and a poleward shift in latitude is not lin-
ear however, as complex terrain surrounding most of New Zealand’s grape growing
regions produces peculiarities that can enhance the risk of frosts during certain large
scale weather situations, hereby referred to as synoptic situations (Powell, 2014). As
such, when assessing the susceptibility of a specific vineyard to frost damage, one must
consider the susceptibility of the wine region in which the vineyard is situated, the lo-
cation of the vineyard within the particular region itself, and the type of grape being
grown. Generally speaking, grape growing regions in New Zealand are at risk from
frost damage throughout the entirety of the growing season (mid-September to end
of April), however, risks are lowest in the summer months of December, January, and
February. Table 1.1 displays the annual mean air temperature, diurnal temperature
4
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range, average number of screen frosts (at a height of 1.25 m) per growing season in
six of the fourteen major wine growing regions in New Zealand.
Table 1.1 Annual mean air temperature, diurnal temperature range, average number of
screen frosts per growing season in major wine growing regions of New Zealand (Powell,
2014)
Wine Growing Region Mean Temp (°C) Diurnal temp range (°C) Average # of frosts / growing season Latitude °
Gisborne 16.5 10.9 0.8 38.4
Hawke’s Bay 16.7 10.6 1.2 39.4
Wairarapa 15.0 12.2 5.8 41.1
Marlborough 15.2 11.2 6.1 41.3
Canterbury (Waipara) 15.0 11.6 4.2 43.0
Central Otago 14.7 13.0 15.0 45.0
1.3 Frosts
Frosts occur when surficial temperatures are lowered to below the dew point temper-
ature of the surrounding air in freezing conditions (Sturman and Clark, 2009). These
conditions are conducive to the growth of ice crystals either within plant cells (direct
frost, or intracellular freezing), or on the surface of plant cells (indirect frost, or ex-
tracellular freezing), with the latter type being the common culprit of freeze injury in
plants (Snyder and Paulo de Melo-Abreu, 2005). Two mechanisms have been identified
that initiate the incidence of frosts: advection, and radiation (Trought et al., 1999; Kalma
et al., 1998). Advective frosts are a result of the horizontal incursion of cold air and is as-
sociated with large scale synoptic forcing, often from polar regions (Kalma et al., 1998;
Sturman and Clark, 2009). In the instance of cold air advecting from polar regions, pro-
tection of plants is often not feasible as the temperatures of the air are far below 0°C.
Luckily, these frosts are rare in New Zealand (Sturman and Clark, 2009). Frosts in-
duced by radiation pertain to the radiative loss of infrared heat during the night, often
during clear and calm nights facilitated by high pressure, from which strong surface
inversions result (Hunt et al., 2007; Sturman and Clark, 2009; Kalma et al., 1998).
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The economic consequences of frosts (not just in the context of viticulture) can be crip-
pling and are widely acknowledged. The Brazilian coffee industry suffered substan-
tial losses due to frosts between 1963 and 1974 and the Florida citrus industry took
a particularly hard blow in 1989, with frost damage causing an estimated $3.5 billion
dollars (Kalma et al., 1998). Within a New Zealand context, the mild temperatures
in August and September 2002 in the Hawke’s Bay region facilitated an early bud-
ding of Chardonnay, Pinot Noir, and Merlot grapes. When frosts occurred on Septem-
ber 15th, September 26th, and October 5th, the impacts were devastating. In regards
to Chardonnay, production plummeted 81% and an estimated 6000 tonnes of grape
were lost, equating to approximately $6 million in lost revenue to just the growers in
Hawke’s Bay alone (Mcartney, 2003). Philip Gregan, the CEO of New Zealand Wine-
growers, explained at a 2007 Focus Vineyard Seminar in Marlborough that a potential
$40 million could be lost in revenue if frosts affected only 10% of New Zealand’s pro-
duction of grapes. With such devastating economic consequences of frost occurrence,
there is an impetus to mitigate the effects.
There are two types of frost mitigation techniques in common practice: active, and
passive. Active techniques are focused on manipulating the microclimate in the im-
mediate area surrounding the plant to reduce longwave radiation loss from the plant
and soil (Kalma et al., 1998). These techniques are employed whilst the frost is occur-
ring, and three of the more common methods employed include the use of sprinklers,
heaters, and wind machines. Helicopters are also often used instead of wind machines,
but are costly (in 2018 the cost was $1600 per hour and $1400 to be on standby). Pas-
sive techniques of frost mitigation include soil management, plant management, and
the use of growth regulators . Further, the influence of altitude and aspect cannot be
ignored, and careful planning can limit the damage that frosts can do to crops (Trought
et al., 1999). It is not abnormal for vineyards to employ at least one active and several
passive techniques of frost mitigation. Frost prediction services that utilize reliable
information of surface minimum temperature, wind, and moisture prior to the occur-
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rence of a frost have been acknowledge to assist the producers of agricultural goods to
mitigate the adverse effects of frosts (Prabha and Hoogenboom, 2008). However, it has
been acknowledged by Stu Powell, a leading expert on the incidence of frosts in New
Zealand vineyards and orchards that the frost forecasting services available for Central
Otago are notoriously awful (personal communication). This may be in part due to the
fact that the prediction of cold air trapping in valleys has been recognized as one the
most difficult problems in regards to mountain meteorology forecasting (Smith et al.,
1997). Furthermore, it may be that the meteorological controls on a variety of scales
that lead to the incidence ground cooling and of frosts are poorly understood, particu-
larly in the complex terrain of Central Otago. Given the strong economic implications
for frosts to vineyards with regards to a frost event occurring (thus incurring the loss of
revenue if not mitigated), the accurate forecasting of a frost event (which can provide
information essential to initiating a helicopter flight to disrupt the boundary layer), is
essential to the economic interests of New Zealand wine growers. On a similar vein,
it is also equally important to discern when a frost is not going to happen, especially
when it is probable that it might.
1.4 Synoptic Meteorology and Frost Incidence
The driving mechanism behind the incidence of radiative frosts is the energy ex-
changes between the surface of the Earth and the surrounding atmosphere - in other
words, the matter of frost incidence can be explored by thinking it of a link between
processes (energy flow within the atmosphere) and a response (radiative loss of ther-
mal radiation from grapevines that leads to a frost event). The type of weather that is
conducive to frost formation is clear and calm nights, which is often associated with
synoptic conditions known as anticyclones, or high pressure systems. The reason for
this is two-fold; firstly, high pressure systems are often characterized by a lack of cloud
coverage . The clear skies that are associated with high pressure systems facilitate an
7
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increase in the loss of longwave radiation from the surface, as the absence of clouds
removes the predominant mechanism to have long wave radiation emitted back to
the surface. Secondly, anticyclones are often characterized by light (or non-existant)
winds. A lack of wind is acknowledged to reduce the turbulent mixing of air, thereby
facilitating wind systems generated by relative density differentials that move colder
and more dense air down towards flat surfaces or valley bottoms (Macara, 2015).
Synoptic climatology, by definition, studies the interactions between the circulation of
the atmosphere and the effects of differing circulation patterns on the surface environ-
ment of a region (Yarnal, 1993). Within synoptically oriented climatological studies,
there are two stages to provide a foundation of investigative queries; firstly, a clas-
sification of the atmospheric circulation is needed, and secondly, the relationship be-
tween the previous classified circulation patterns and the relationship between the re-
gion’s in question weather elements and the circulation categories must be assessed
(Barry and Perry, 1973). With regards to the actual classification of synoptic situations,
there are two fundamental approaches: circulation-to-environment, and environment-
to-circulation (Yarnal, 1993). Circulation-to-environment approaches are concerned
with assessing environmental data to the synoptic classes, or a more top to bottom
approach. On the other hand, environment-to-circulation approaches take a multitude
of synoptic classes and associates them with specific environmental conditions at the
surface. Examples of utilizing synoptic classifications and linking them to other mete-
orological phenomena from across the world come from: Davis and Gay (1993), who
linked synoptic classifications to air quality in Grand Canyon National Park, Gatebe
et al. (1999), who used synoptic classifications to assess air transport in Kenya, and
Konrad II (1997), who applied synoptic types to heavy rainfall in the Southeastern
United States. Given that synoptic types have been useful in exploring a variety of
environmental responses, it is postulated that they may be of use in the prediction of
frosts by linking synoptic scale processes to a local response, which is in turn driven
by processes at the microscale.
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1.5 Research objectives and thesis structure
The aim of this thesis is to assess the synoptic controls on springtime frost incidence
in the complex terrain of Cromwell, Central Otago, New Zealand/Aotearoa (45.03°S
and 169.20°E). To do so, a logistic regression will be created that the local response to
larger scale processes. Such a tool will enable forecasters to predict frosts with a greater
accuracy. The main research objectives of this project are therefore:
• Objective 1: identify a statistically significant synoptic “signal” that leads to
springtime frost incidence in Cromwell via the utilization of synoptic types.
• Objective 2: investigate the meteorological variables that separate a frost event
from a non-frost event in Cromwell
This thesis is divided into six chapters. The theoretical review (Chapter 2) builds upon
the introduction (this chapter) by providing a summary of literature concerned with
atmospheric processes at a variety of scales that are relevant to the incidence of frosts.
Chapter 3 pertains to the foundation of this study, both with the study area under
question with regards to its physical and climatological setting, and the modeling and
analysis methods utilized throughout this study. The results of this study are presented
in Chapter 4, but are split into two parts on the basis of the methods employed to ren-
der these results. The first part of Chapter 4 pertains to the employment of a logistic
regression model, whilst the second part is based on the results rendered from the uti-
lization of a reanalysis dataset to tease out the meteorological controls distinguishing
a frost event from a non-frost event. The results are synthesized, built upon, and dis-
cussed in Chapter 5, with particular focus on the interpretation of the main findings,
the limitations within this study, and the opportunities for future work in this field.
Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the main findings of this research. There are two ap-
pendices at the back of this thesis. Appendix A is concerned with the model output of
the logistic regression. Appendix B is concerned with the meteorological controls on
9
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This chapter seeks to introduce the meteorological basis on which this study will be
focused, and explore the influences of meteorological conditions with respect to the in-
cidence of frosts in complex terrain. The first section introduces the concept of scales,
and following that the sections explore the meteorological controls on frost from phe-
nomena occurring at a small scale to large scale.
2.1 Introduction to multi-scale Controls on Frosts
As previously mentioned, it is possible that one of the contributing factors that make
forecasting the incidence of frosts in complex terrain is a lack of understanding of the
meteorological processes occurring at a variety of scales. In meteorological studies,
there is a continuum rather than strict categorization of scales of consideration, from
micro scale to macro scale (Oke, 1987) – see Figure 2.1. The scales that are of importance
with regards to this study are: micro scale, local scale, and macro/synoptic scale. The
following sections pertain to the scales of consideration and how phenomena in these
scales are relevant to this study.
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Figure 2.1 Temporal and spatial scales of atmospheric phenomena. The shaded area rep-
resents the realms in which boundary layer meteorology manifests Oke (1987).
2.2 Micro-scale
Temperature acts as a gauge for the inputs and outputs of thermal energy within the
earth-atmosphere system; if the temperature is increasing, the system is experienc-
ing an accumulation of energy, while if the temperature is decreasing, energy is being
lost, or drawn away from the system (Oke, 1987). The rate in which temperature is
gained/lost from a system is influenced by the physical properties that make up the
system, such as the system’s ability to emit, reflect, absorb and transmit radiation, con-
vect and conduct heat, and the capacity of the system to store energy.
The first law of thermodynamics states that energy cannot be created or destroyed,
thus, the inputs of energy into a system must equal the outputs out of a system. Cli-
matologists are concerned with the interactions in which the earth-atmosphere system
continually transforms shortwave solar radiation into radiant, thermal, kinetic, and/or
potential energy and the modes in which this transformation takes place (either radi-
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ation, conduction, or convection). For example, differing amounts of insolation over
a horizontal gradient causes differential heating, leading to differences in pressure. In
turn, these pressure differences result in the horizontal movement of air from high
pressure to low pressure and manifest as wind. This kinetic energy cascades through
turbulent eddies, eventually reaching the molecular level and dissipating the kinetic
energy as heat (Oke, 1987). It is through this cascade of energy from the form of kinetic
to thermal that ensures that the first law of thermodynamics is adhered to.
The idea that energy input equals output is valid only if considered on a long time
scale, such as a year. Over shorter time scales, a storage component must be added
in which energy can be accumulated or depleted; this is most likely manifested as an
increase of decrease in temperature in soil and/or air profiles (Oke, 1987). Within the
realm of applied climatology, studies concerning the micro-scale pertain to areas of
10-2m to 103 m and focus on fluctuations of the radiation budget (Oke, 1987). Thus, in
order to understand the mechanisms in play that produce a frost, the radiation budget
must first be considered. The conceptualization of the diurnal radiation budget at an
‘ideal’ site can bee seen in Figure 2.2. In it’s most rudimentary depiction, the radiation
balance is communicated as thus:
Q∗ = K↓− K↑+ L↓− L↑ (2.1)
Where Q* is the net balance of incoming or outgoing radiation, K↓ is incoming short-
wave radiation, K↑ is reflected solar radiation, L↓ is counter-radiation/incoming from
the atmosphere, an L↑ = outgoing longwave radiation. Both of K↓ and L↓ are a function
on the nature of the atmosphere, while the K↑ and L↑ are dependent on the physical
characteristics of the ground surface, such as emissivity (which dictates the loss of
longwave radiation) and albedo, (which directly affects K↑ through means of reflec-
tion) (Geiger et al., 1995). During the day, Q* is generally positive due to the presence
of the sun and inherent input of short wave radiation (K↓). However, the situation is
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reversed at night; with the absence of the sun, Q* becomes negative as the expenditure
of energy in the form of longwave radiation exceed the inputs. Studies pertaining to
the cooling of the ground surface and thus the formation of radiative frosts at the local
scale are concerned with the loss of longwave radiation.
Figure 2.2 Diurnal radiation budgets at an ‘ideal’ site (Oke, 1987).
There are three different sub-types of frost: ground frost, screen frost, and hoar frost.
When the surface of the earth is -1°C or lower, a ground frost occurs as dew freezes.
As this phenomenon occurs on the ground, the stage in which the vine is vulnera-
ble to frost is in the early development stage. If air temperature at 1.3 meters above
ground level (standardized level of a radiation screen) are below 0°C, a screen frost
occurs. Buds of the vine may be 2-3 °C lower than the surrounding air during nights
displaying calm winds and the vulnerability of the vine is again dependent on the de-
velopment stage. Hoar frosts occur via sublimation during periods when air is 0°C
and ice crystals form and grow on surfaces (Trought et al., 1999). The type of frost
that occurs is a function of rate of cooling; with intracellular freezing occurring during
rapid cooling, and extracellular freezing occurring during gradual cooling (Snyder and
Paulo de Melo-Abreu, 2005; Siminovitch et al., 1978). Ice formation on the extracellular
walls during gradual cooling draws water out of the cells, effectively starving the cell
of water and causes desiccation (Snyder and Paulo de Melo-Abreu, 2005). Intracellu-
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lar frosts cause damage by the volumetric expansion of water when it freezes, thus
rupturing cell membranes and damaging cells and tissues (Mcartney, 2003). Generally
speaking, the critical temperature for damage to plant tissue is regarded as -2°C, how-
ever, the both the potential for physical and economic damage to the grapevine itself
is contingent on the severity, duration, and timing of the frost relative to the phenolog-
ical development of the buds in the vine. An air temperature of 1.4 °C serves as the
standard for the onset of frosts in the New Zealand wine industry (Powell, 2014), as it
is assumed that with an air temperature of 1.4°C, the vine itself will be experiencing a
lower temperature due to radiative loss.
2.3 Local Scale
The top speed of ridge height winds has long been acknowledged to play a role in
the development of near-surface minimum temperatures (Laughlin and Kalma, 1987).
Furthermore, it is recognized that there is a marked relationship between the surface
characteristics of the earth, and local wind fields that define the lower atmosphere
(Sturman et al., 2003). Within this scale of consideration, which spans from 102m to
105m, the exchange of both heat and momentum between the surface of the Earth and
the atmosphere is integral to the development of sea/lake breezes and mountain valley
circulations, whilst topographical channeling of air results from interactions between
the atmosphere and terrain.
Within the context of mountain/valley circulation, the consideration of basins and dif-
fering thermal regimes within and outside these basins becomes of importance. In
particular, differential heating between the inside and outside of a basin is largely due
to basins being of higher elevation than the surroundings (elevated heat source effect),
the volume of air within a basin being less than that of the surroundings, and the fact
that outside of basins there is generally higher moisture content and more of a preva-
lent sea breeze, thus leading to cooling (Sturman et al., 2003). The prediction of weather
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within a valley is a continuum problem, and provides many challenges for forecasters;
although the physical processes within a valley have been identified, they influence
each valley differently. The behaviour of weather and the processes that drive it vary
from valley to valley, from time to time in the same valley, and within segments along
a valley (Whiteman, 1990), thus adding more uncertainty to forecasts.
In 1938, Wagner presented the concept of a topographic amplification factor (TAF) (Mc-
Kee and O’Neal, 1989); the TAF highlights the idea that within valleys, the amount of
solar radiation being input into the valley remains constant, yet the valley walls take
up a smaller volume of space than that of valley floors. The relative difference in the
surface area to volume ratio between valley floors and valley leads to differential heat-
ing (and cooling), and thus a pressure gradient. The pressure gradient manifests as
valley winds, with upslope flow occurring during the day, and downslope winds oc-
curring during the night - see Figure 2.3. In essence, the valley walls have a higher
surface area to volume ratio than valley floors, and thus heat more readily during the
day, and cool more readily during the night - the cooling is of particular interest in this
study, especially with regards to the state of relative negative net radiation the TAF
induces on valley walls in comparison to valley floors.
McKee and O’Neal (1989) expanded on these ideas and integrated the TAF for along
the length of a valley to show how pressure gradients between the valley head and
mouth can drive winds, and discovered it was possible to determine where cool air
would stagnate and pool in one or more segments of a valley. Further, some areas are
more efficient at generating cold air at night due to their exposure to the sky, commu-
nicated as a sky view factor (Whiteman, 1990). Not only that, but areas with a high sky
view factor (such as ridge tops or valley sidewalls) are exposed to the cold radiating
sky at night and also receive less downward longwave radiative fluxes (L↓). Thus, they
are thought to be more efficient at generating cold air at night than areas in the center
of a valley, which is considered to have a low sky view factor. Clear and calm nights,
most likely facilitated by the presence of high pressure, has been recognized to form
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cold hollows and gravitically driven/katabatic winds due to the exacerbated loss of
longwave radiation (Thompson, 1986). The development of these local winds systems,
and thus their effect on the cooling of the ground surface, has been acknowledged to
depend on synoptic weather, which is discussed in the next subsection (Whiteman,
1990).
Another meteorological phenomena of interest at the regional scale is that of surface
based inversions (SBI), whereby a synoptic situation that is characterized by weak pres-
sure gradient force (and therefore low winds) induce an air density gradient that is
strong enough to decouple the lower levels of the atmosphere (below approximately
1000m MSL) from the remainder of the troposphere (Malingowski et al., 2014). The
combination of the negative net radiation (as induced by more rapid cooling of valley
walls and cooling of the ground surface), and low winds, cause an SBI to form - the
height of which is defined as the distance from the surface upwards to the point at
which temperature begins to decrease with height. Both the temperature gradient and
the height of the SBI are influenced by the presence (or absence) of low lying clouds and
their inherent physical properties (albedo, density), the presence of infrared absorbing
gases (i.e. CO2, CO, H2O), the moisture content of the local boundary layer, surface
and upper level winds, heat-flux from snowpack (if present) (Wexler, 1936; Hogan and
Ferrick, 1997), longwave radiation divergence, solar angle (Wendler and Nicpon, 1975),
and topography. It is argued that because of their capacity to influence the radiative
transfer of both shortwave and longwave radiation, that over a short term (hours to
days), clouds and moisture play the most important role with respect to altering the
radiation budget of the atmosphere (André and Mahrt, 1982). The breakup of an SBI is
facilitated by synoptic scale weather patterns that can induce horizontal advection of
warm and moist air, which in turn increases the downwelling of longwave radiation
(Malingowski et al., 2014). Furthermore, even relatively weak regional scale winds (ap-
proximately 3 m/s) in the form of weak jets aloft that are induced by a strong thermal
gradient, have been known to cause the downward mixing of warmer are into the in-
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version layer, thus inducing breakup (Oke, 1987). This should not be taken as a general
rule though, as it has been modeled that even in the presence of weak regional scale
winds, a stable layer can form and thicken if the negative radiative cooling is strong
enough (Estournel and Guedalia, 2002).
Figure 2.3 Depiction of Diurnal Valley Wind Systems from Oke (1987).
2.4 Synoptic Scale Circulation
When considering the meteorological phenomena at the synoptic scale, the features
that become of particular interest are anticyclones (high pressure systems) and cy-
clones (low pressure systems or depressions); these systems operate at a scale between
the the macro and micro scales, which are dominated by horizontal, and vertical flow,
respectively. In between these scales, meteorological phenomena (manifested as anti-
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cyclones and depressions) are characterized by both vertical and horizontal pressure
gradients over large spatial areas, thereby creating wind (Sturman and Tapper, 2006).
The pressure gradients that manifest in these systems is a result of differential heating
due to the incongruent rates of insolation over the surface of the Earth on a global scale,
whereby the wind blows from areas of high pressure of low pressure. However, the
rotation of the Earth complicates this manner and introduces the Coriolis force. The
interaction between the thermal differentiated pressure patterns and the Coriolis force
manifests as geostrophic winds, whereby wind is directed parallel to lines of constant
pressure at a given height - this is known as geostrophic balance (Sturman and Tapper,
2006). In the Southern Hemisphere, the geostrophic balance results in surface airflow
that flows counter-clockwise around anticyclones, and clockwise around low pressure
systems; this direction of flow is reversed in the Northern Hemisphere. Interactions
between geostrophic flow and the complex topography of New Zealand (through the
means of friction) modify wind speed and directions at any given locality (Macara,
2015). The topographic influence on geostrophic flow is particularly prevalent in Cen-
tral Otago, where winds can be channelled by mountains, hills, and valleys. Further-
more, the mountainous terrain that characterizes Central Otago is acknowledged to
shelter valleys from larger scale winds, thereby increasing the frequency of calm and
light winds (Macara, 2015).
The development (and decay) of cyclones and anticyclones is driven by the conver-
gence and divergence of atmospheric mass, both aloft and at the surface of the Earth,
yet development is driven more by processes at the upper levels of the atmosphere
(Sturman and Tapper, 2006); convergence is synonymous with the accumulation of
atmospheric mass, while the depletion of atmospheric mass is associated with diver-
gence. The development and decay of anticyclones and cyclones therefore is a direct
result in the rates of inflow and outflow within a given volume. Depressions intensify
by means of divergence aloft exceeding the convergence at the surface of the Earth,
while anticyclones intensify when the rate of convergence aloft is greater than that of
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divergence at the surface - see Figure 2.4 for a simple schematic of the processes of
divergence and convergence both aloft and at the surface and their association with
synoptic circulation.
Figure 2.4 Simple schematic diagram of the convergence and divergence associated with
cyclonic (left) and anticyclonic (right) weather systems (from Sturman and Tapper, 2006).
New Zealand is situated in a midlatitude zone of persistent westerly winds where
a succession of low pressure systems in between subtropical high pressure systems
progress in a (generally) eastward manner; the frequency period of this fluctuation in
weather systems generally lasts a week (Macara, 2018). However, anticyclones may
persist for longer when they are very large and quasi-stationary. Events such as these
are referred to as blocking events, and generally occur when there is a deceleration of
the mid tropospheric jet, when the jet splits into two separate subtropical and polar
branches, and when anticyclones extend far south, thereby interfering with the east-
ward movement of Southern Ocean depressions and causes the breakdown of westerly
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flow (Sturman and Tapper, 2006; Sturman, 2001). In the latter situation, the southerly
extent of of the high pressure induces strong meridional (north-south) flow, producing
the maximum exchange of heat between the tropics and polar regions. Due to the great
ice mass of Antarctica generating immense quantities of cold air that drains out into
the Southern Ocean, any time atmospheric circulation induces southerly flow, a cold
air outbreak occurs in New Zealand, and frosts can occur in any season (Fitzharris,
2001).
The aforementioned mid-latitude positioning of a persistent belt of westerly winds and
subtropical highs, which make a substantial contribution to the weather and climate of
New Zealand, is dynamic in nature and shift seasonally (Fitzharris, 2010). Generally
speaking, the westerly belt of winds is pushed further north during winter and spring,
and further south in the summer and autumn. Thus, the path of anticyclones (with
respect to the center of them) is more likely to pass over the north of New Zealand
during the winter and spring, and more likely to pass directly over or to the south of
New Zealand during the summer and autumn. During the transitional phase when the
subtropical high migrates south after winter, the pressure gradient over New Zealand
becomes more tightly constrained, and as a result, spring is often the windiest season
of the year. The shift in the westerly belt and resultant windiness in spring is owed in
some part to the influence of Australia. During spring and summer, the large continen-
tal landmass of Australia receives an increasing amount of insolation, which strength-
ens the thermal gradient between Australia and Antarctica, where it remains cold. This
enhanced thermal gradient manifests as enhanced westerlies, and effects New Zealand
by ways of increased rainfall on the West Coast, and concomitant increase in windiness
(Fitzharris, 2001).
There has been an observed increase in frequency of weather situations in New
Zealand that cause both clear skies and an increase in the advection of cold air from
polar regions (Sturman and Quénol, 2013).The increase in frequency of anticyclones
has been attributed to a shift in behaviour of the southern annular mode (SAM) to a
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more positive phase. The behaviour of the SAM is described by an index that defines
how tightly situated the belt of westerlies that encircles Antarctica is (Marshall, 2003).
An increase in the SAM index towards a positive phase is associated with low pres-
sures over Antarctica relative to the midlatitudes. Concomitant with the increase in
pressure gradient between Antarctica and the mid-latitudes is the strengthening of the
circumpolar vortex and intensification of westerlies that circle around Antarctica. Sup-
plementary to the conditions of zonal and anti-cyclonic flow, temperatures are likely
to decrease In New Zealand with more frequent air flow from the south, as a result of
the advection of cold Antarctic air through the means of an increase in high pressure
systems (Sturman and Quénol, 2013; Renwick, 2011). A propensity for the SAM index
to be more frequently in the positive phase directly reflects in the M1 index. The M1
index is an indicator of the prevalence of northerly (negative M1) or southerly (positive
M1) airflow over New Zealand. Despite significant inter-annual variation, an increase
in the M1 index has been found and is thus indicative of an increase in southerly flow
in New Zealand (Sturman and Quénol, 2013), which has also been acknowledge to be
more likely to induce frosts given the cold air advection with southerly winds.
El Niño and the Southern Oscillation (ENSO - communicated with an index known as
the SOI) has also been acknowledged to be a key driver in the inter-annual variabil-
ity of the weather and climate in New Zealand (Gordon, 1985; Mullan, 1995; Renwick,
2011; Jiang et al., 2013), and has further been found to influence the frequency of frost
incidence elsewhere in the world (Müller et al., 2000). El Niño phases (negative SOI) are
characterized by an eastward extension of the west Pacific warm pool due to the weak-
ening of the easterly equatorial trade winds and the teleconnections of this occurrence
is felt worldwide (Cai et al., 2014). The opposite is true for La Niña events (positive
SOI), where the easterlies strengthen and the warm pool is pushed to the west, closer
to Australia. Atmospherically speaking, El Niño events manifest as higher pressures
in Darwin (Australia) and lower in Tahiti; during La Niña events, the pressure at Dar-
win is lower than usual, whilst in Tahiti the pressure is higher than usual (Brown,
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2006). Via teleconnections, the above pressure anomalies manifest in New Zealand as
anomalous southwesterly flow during El Niño events; during La Niña events, the inci-
dence of anomalous northerly quarter winds increases due the southward movement
of the subtropical anticyclonic belt (Gordon, 1985). On an even larger scale, the Pacific
Decadal Oscillation (PDO, aka IPO) modulates the frequency and intensity of ENSO
extremes (de Lange, 2001). A negative PDO facilitates the prevalence of La Niña ex-
tremes, whilst a positive PDO is conducive for the predominance of El Niño extremes.
Summary and Research Gaps
Research has been carried out to investigate the impact(s) of a changing climate with
regards to circulation and temperature trends in the wine growing regions of New
Zealand (Sturman and Quénol, 2013), the effects of ENSO on frost incidence in South-
ern New Zealand (Brown, 2006), the temperature and airflow patterns within the
Cromwell Basin during frost events (Fitzharris, 1980), and the frequency of surface
based inversions in Cromwell (Fitzharris et al., 1983); however, no studies have inves-
tigated the effects of varying synoptic types and their influence on the incidence of
frost in Cromwell. Research has been undertaken to explore the spatial variation of
minimum temperatures in Marlborough (Powell, 2014), but this investigation was un-
dertaken through the use of a Chi-Square test on a two year record, and though its
method may be used in other places, the results pertain to the locality of Marlborough
only. However, the study in Marlborough found that under particular synoptic types,
the incidence of frost was more likely, and were characterized by being anticyclones.
There is clearly a gap in the literature with regards to a providing a link between vary-
ing synoptic types and the incidence of frost in the wine growing region of Cromwell.
Furthermore, there is a general lack of work that has addressed the problem of linking






This chapter seeks to explain the study site and the manner in which this research was
carried out. Section 3.2 describes the study area in the context of physical and climato-
logical setting. Section 3.3 describes how weather station data dating from 1950-2017 in
unison with Kidson types were utilized to create a generalized linear model (GLM) in
the form of a logistic regression, and the subsequent assessment tool to test the model.
Section 3.4 describes the process by which the model was further interrogated by us-
ing a reanalysis dataset in conjunction with a desktop tool to display the meteorologi-
cal parameters that influence radiative loss from the surface of the Earth (MSLP, wind
speed/direction, total column water (TCW), and relative humidity), thereby identify-
ing the “noise” that separates a frost event from a non-frost event.
3.2 Study Area
Central Otago is centrally located in the southern portion on the South Island of New
Zealand (Figure 3.1). The climate in Central Otago is considered to be semi-arid and
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continental in nature, meaning that the summers are dry and hot, and winters are
dry and cold; in conjunction, these seasonal characteristics make Central Otago the
driest place in New Zealand (Macara, 2015). This continental climate is owed mostly
to the presence of the Southern Alps, which act as a barrier to the dominant westerlies,
thus effectively limiting precipitation in the area. Weather in Otago is dominated by
the passage of troughs of low pressure and anticyclones from west-to-east, however
it is acknowledged that the irregular and complex terrain of Otago has a considerable
influence on the weather experienced throughout the region; the interactions between
the synoptic scale winds and complex terrain manifest as the funneling of valley winds
(Macara, 2015). The mean annual temperature in the Central Otago region is between
9°C and 10°C (right on the precipice of the aforementioned temperature limit of viable




Figure 3.1 Map of the southern portion of the South Island of New Zealand, with partic-
ular emphasis on Central Otago. Sourced from Perkins et al. (2015).
The township of Cromwell is located at 45.03°S and 169.20°E. Surrounding the study
area of Cromwell, mountains are dominated by tussock and scattered schist outcrops.
The Cairnmur Mountains, Old Woman Range, Carrick Range, and Mt. Difficulty en-
close the Bannockburn Basin (southwest of Cromwell) to the west, south, and east,
while the north and opposite side of the Kawarau River provides a panoramic view
of the Cromwell Basin and Lake Dunstan. North and west of the main Cromwell
Basin/Lake Dunstan area lie the Pisa Ranges, and to the east lie the Dunstan Moun-
tains. During the spring and winter, these mountain ranges are major sources of cold
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air, especially when they are covered in snow. However, the Dunstan ranges have
been acknowledged to be less of a source of cold air than the Pisa Ranges, due to the
slopes being rough and gently sloping with few large catchments, thus inhibiting the
transport of cold air into the valley (Fitzharris, 1980). Although it is acknowledged
that the Cromwell Gorge is more often than not a drainage outlet for cold air, it can
be a source as well. Further sources of air include the Upper Clutha, Kawarau Gorge,
Bannockburn Valley, and Lowburn Valley (Fitzharris et al., 1983). Past studies identi-
fied that inversions induced by radiative cooling and cold air ponding in the Cromwell
basin tend to form in the early evening, and persist through the morning, and are often
characterized by having a depth exceeding 180m (Fitzharris et al., 1983).

























Figure 3.2 Cromwell Basin with the predominant sources of cold air during periods of
katabatic drainage, as identified by Fitzharris (1980); Fitzharris et al. (1983).
Preceding the occupation of Pakeha, this region was inhabited by Maori, who used the
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land as a source of seasonal food (Stephenson et al., 2004). The 1860’s were marked
by the establishment of European colonial settlement in the area, with such activities
being facilitated by a gold rush - by 1877, a railway line was built between the Ban-
nockburn/Cromwell area to the coastal port of Dunedin. The first vineyards were
established in Central Otago much later by two entrepreneurial families in the Gibb-
ston Valley, in the late 1970’s. Further development in the late 1970’s with regards to
vineyards in Central Otago was facilitated by the New Zealand Department of Scien-
tific and Industrial Research, who established a small vineyard outside of Alexandra.
Combined, these three actors worked to establish which grape varieties were the most
suited for wine production in the Central Otago region. Chardonnay, Riesling, and
Pinot Gris were all contenders, but were overshot by the Pinot Noir grape. Since then,
the Central Otago region has produced world class Pinot Noir wines, and vineyards
in the region have been awarded gold medals at the International Wine Challenge, the
world’s most influential wine awards.With the novel presence of global corporations
becoming present in Cromwell in 2014, this region has recently been regarded as the
southernmost distinguished wine region in the world (Perkins et al., 2015). However,
Cromwell is particularly prone to frosts given it’s more southern location, proximity to
sources of cold air during anticyclones, and high elevation when compared to the other
wine growing regions of New Zealand. Based off of the industry standard air temper-
ature of 1.4°C that separates a frost from a non-frost, Cromwell was subject to 473, 183,
and 59 frost events in September, October, and November (1950 - 2017), respectively;
this equates to a mean monthly frost occurrence of 7, 2.7, and 0.9 in September, October,
and November, respectively. The November frost events are particularly devastating
due to the increased phenological development of the bud; in November of 2012, a
frost event decimated 50% of the grapes in the Cromwell area.
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3.3 Generalized Linear Model: Logistic Regression
3.3.1 Historical Weather Data
Historical weather data was accessed from NIWA’s National Climate Database, CliFlo.
In particular, data from three weather stations located in Cromwell were accessed. Ta-
ble 3.1 highlights key information about these weather stations. Due to the overlap
of observational days, the newer weather stations were favoured over the older, and
a database that consisted of 67 years of data was compiled; data retrieved via CliFlo
was the minimum and maximum air temperatures over a 24 hour period (midnight
to midnight). Following the construction of a continual database, the Southern Hemi-
sphere springtime months of September, October, and November (when buds of the
grapevine are most susceptible to frost damage) were separated and frost events (as
defined by having a minimum air temperature of less than or equal to 1.4°C, the afore-
mentioned industry standard) were identified and dummy coded to be either a frost
event (1) or non-frost event (0). In this study, it was assumed that the minimum air
temperature reached was during the first 12 hours of the day.
Table 3.1 Weather Station Information
Name ID #
Location
Available Temporal Range Temporal Range Used
Latitude Longitude
Cromwell M.W.D 5526 -45.035 169.195 01/06/1949 to 01/02/1989 1950 - 1983
Cromwell 2 5529 -45.035 169.195 01/07/1984 to 01/08/2007 1984 - 2005
Cromwell EWS 26381 -45.033 169.195 05/04/2006 to present 2006 - 2017
3.3.2 Kidson Types and Logistic Regression
Kidson Types
Kidson types are a set of twelve daily weather types for the New Zealand region that
characterize the atmosphere twice daily (0000UTC and 1200UTC) from 1950 to present.
Furthermore, these twelve daily types are further categorized into three regimes;
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1. Trough group: characterized by the presence of low pressure systems,
2. Zonal group: characterized by high pressure cores to the west and north of New
Zealand and inducing zonal westerly flow over much of the country,
3. Blocking group: high pressure systems (generally) to the south of the country,
and induces sunny and dry weather due to anticyclonic conditions.
These now-widely used classifications were developed by Kidson originally in 1994
(as thirteen classifications), and were updated in 2000 to the now twelve classifications
(Kidson, 2000). The spatial domain of the classification spans from 25°S to 55°S and
160°E to 175°W. This spatial domain is used because it is argued that this area portrays
a variety of simple weather patterns that, based on the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis, in-
fluence New Zealand and thus various aspects of the near surface weather, but is not
large enough to necessitate the creation of too many synoptic classifications (Kidson,
2000).The procedure employed in Kidson (2000) to classify the atmosphere involves
a combined principal component analysis (PCA) and cluster analysis procedure. The
first step involves obtaining five significant leading principal components, based on
the covariance matrix of the grid point values. Following this, k-means clustering with
the principal components (PC) identifies departure patterns from the mean 1000 hPa
height field. Each time step with a corresponding height field is projected onto the
PC function patterns of the 1000hPa height. Finally, the root mean square difference is
calculated based on the the PC scores under a given height field and the PC scores of
the mean cluster patterns, rending a classification.
Given the variety of simple weather patterns that affect New Zealand that are success-
fully portrayed by Kidson types (Renwick, 2011), the use of Kidson types has been
utilized in many climatologically based studies within New Zealand. These include:
wind resource assessment (Gibson, 2014), ablation in an alpine environment (Cullen
et al., 2017), the ocean wave climate on the coasts of New Zealand (Coggins et al.,


















































































































































3.3. GENERALIZED LINEAR MODEL: LOGISTIC REGRESSION
synoptic classifications over New Zealand can be drawn from Jiang et al. (2011), who
linked twelve synoptic types to rainfall patterns in Auckland. Given that Kidson types
have been useful in exploring a variety of surface based environmental responses, it is
postulated that Kidson types may be useful in the prediction of frosts in the complex
terrain of Cromwell by linking synoptic scale processes to a local response, which in
turn is driven by processes at the microscale.
The utilization of discrete categories of pressure patterns does however pose limita-
tions. Firstly, atmospheric modes are not discrete, they are continuous, which renders
the boundaries between classifications difficult. Secondly, pressure systems come in
varying intensities and decisions must be made when/when not to include weaker
features. Finally, they do not budget for or address seasonal variation in type charac-
teristics; for example, weather systems may be of greatest intensity in winter, when the
thermal gradient between the equator and the poles is the greatest. Despite this, the
variety of Kidson types appropriately portray the simple weather patterns that affect
New Zealand, with many synoptic classifications that can at a theoretical standpoint
alone, appreciably inhibit or facilitate the incidence of frost. One example of a Kid-
son type that would inhibit frosts on a theoretical standpoint is the W type, which is
characterized by a strong pressure gradient and westerly winds, which thereby inhibit
katabatic winds and cold air ponds from developing. An example of a Kidson type that
would on a theoretical level facilitate the incidence of frost is the HW type, which is
characterized both by a southwesterly wind over a weak pressure gradient, and being
an anticyclone. The combination of cold air advection, weak winds, and high pressure
(on a theoretical level) make this Kidson type one that could be considered of interest
with respect to frost incidence.
Historical Kidson types from 1950 to 2017 (as supplied by James Renwick) were con-
verted from UTC to NZST, and temporally aligned with the historical data set that
characterized springtime in Cromwell from 1950 to 2017. This was compiled into the
dataset in a manner so that each frost or non-frost event was characterized by month
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(September, October, or November), the preceding noon Kidson type, Kidson type at
midnight preceding an event/non-event, and a binary dummy code to characterize the
day as being a frost event, or a non-frost event (0 for non-frost, 1 for frost). Subsequent
to the construction of this dataset, the statistical program, R, was utilized to create a
generalized linear model (GLM), in the form of a logistic regression. As such, a sta-
tistical understanding of the synoptic controls on the incidence of frosts was formed,
thereby achieving objective 1.
Logistic Regression
The logistic regression model is a type of generalized linear model (GLM) was first
introduced in 1958 by Cox and provides a means to estimate the probability of a binary
outcome (success or failure; defective or non-defective; frost or non-frost, and so on,)
denoted as 0 and 1, as a function of one or more independent variables, and is very
widely used to do so (Dobson and Barnett, 2008). At it’s most rudimentary depiction,









• pi is the probability of a binary event occurrence,
• B0 is the reference category of PNKT tied in with season stage,
• and the following parameters are the remaining independent variables (in this
case, the seasonal stage, preceding noon Kidson type (PNKT) and midnight Kid-
son type (MKT).
With regards to appreciating the concept of a GLM in this study, it is helpful to liken
scientific data to that of a signal that is distorted by noise; a useful example would be
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to think of a baby’s birthweight. The “signal” is the average growth rate of babies as
derived from records, whilst the “noise” is sourced from environmental and genetic
factors that lead to variance amongst individual cases. The goal of statistical modeling
then, is to extract as much information possible about the signal. However, this must
be balanced with keeping the model as simple as possible, which is also known as
the Law of Parsimony, or Occam’s Razor. Put simply, a simple model that describes
the model adequately is far more preferable than a complicated one that is unable to
explain the variability. In this study, this is achieved by using only three explanatory
factors (k types); one with three factors, and a second and third with twelve variables.
These k types are synonymous with groupings of independent variables based on their
inherent nature. The first of these k types, or grouping of independent variables, is
the seasonal stage within spring: September (early), October (mid), and November
(late). The second and third are the Kidson types, of which there are twelve individual
classifications (discussed below); one for the preceding noon Kidson type (PNKT) and
another for the midnight Kidson type (MKT).
For this study, the logistic regression model can conceptually be expressed as:




= β0(constant) + season stage + PNKT + MKT
]
(3.2)
It should be noted that, when compared to other model configurations (ex. having
PNKT and MKT interact in a multiplicative manner rather than additive) the above
model configuration was the most accurate model and was chosen through the Akaike
information criterion, or AIC. The AIC was introduced in 1973 by Akaike and is used
to appropriately choose a model by estimating the quality of a model relative to other
models; it is a purely relative metric, meaning that there is no standardized score,
and its utilization rests in the comparison between models aiming to achieve the same
goal. The model configuration that has the lowest AIC is considered to be the model
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configuration in which the least information is lost, and thus is considered to be of
a higher quality. The particular model that out performed the others (as having the
lowest AIC) did not involve an interaction between Kidson types, so that in essence,
this model is purely additional, rather than multiplicative.
To assess the performance of the model, a goodness of fit test, known as the receiver
characteristic curve (ROC) was utilized. The ROC represents the skill of a probabilistic
forecasting system by comparing the hit rate and false-alarm rate, or in other words
evaluating it’s sensitivity and specificity (Kharin and Zwiers, 2003). The predictive
power of a logistic regression model can be quantified by the area under the ROC
curve, known simply as the area under curve (AUC). Sensitivity relates to the propor-
tion of successful predictions of an event occurring, whereas specificity relates to the
proportion of successful predictions of an non-event happening. The ROC curve itself
is obtained by plotting the sensitivity against (1 - specificity) for a series of cut off prob-
abilities on the (0, 1) interval (Dobson and Barnett, 2008). It is considered a general rule
that if the ROC score is less than or equal to 0.5, the model suggests no discrimination
(you might as well flip a coin), and as the model increases in score, the performance of
the model increases. If the ROC score is:
• between 0.7 and 0.8. it is considered to be acceptable,
• between 0.8 and 0.9, it is considered to be excellent
• above 0.9 and less than 1, it is considered to be outstanding (very rare in practice)
(Hosmer and Lemeshow, 2000).
Subsequent to the model creation, certain Kidson types were highlighted that war-
ranted investigation. The choosing of these Kidson types was based on the probability
of them rendering a frost (with a higher probability being more of interest) and the
frequency in which they occurred in the past - this is discussed in the following sec-
tion. Subsequently, a second logistic regression was utilized to assess the relationship
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between frost incidence and the Kidson regime transitions (blocking, zonal, or trough).
The second logistic regression was created because the Kidson regimes have been ac-
knowledged to vary in frequency in various states of ENSO (Renwick, 2011). It is
postulated that the investigation of this relationship may prove useful in assessing a
seasonal outlook on the incidence of frosts contingent on the state of ENSO.
3.4 Analysis of Climate Fields
3.4.1 Introduction
To investigate what atmospheric conditions separate a frost event from a non-
frost event (the “noise” of the statistical analysis), the Center for Ocean-
Land-Atmosphere Studies’ (COLA) Grid Analysis and Display System (GrADS;
http://cola.gmu.edu/grads/) was utilized in conjunction with the ERA-Interim re-
analysis dataset to differentiate atmospheric conditions between frost events and non-
frost events. GrADS is a desktop tool that is used for the manipulation and visualiza-
tion of earth science data with the utilization of station and gridded data. The data
environment that characterizes GrADS is 5-Dimensional: longitude, latitude, verti-
cal level, time, and an optional fifth for grids for ensembles. GrADS was utilized to
investigate atmospheric conditions that separate a frost event from a non-frost event
within the highlighted Kidson types. The atmospheric variables that were investigated
were mean sea level pressure (MSLP) and their anomalies, wind speed and direction,
total column water (TCW) anomalies, and relative humidity (RH). MSLP was inves-
tigated because as described earlier, higher pressure and anticyclones are more likely
to render a frost due to their propensity to be characterized by clear, calm skies, and
increased chance of creating a surface based inversion. Wind speed and direction were
investigated because the direction of synoptic scale winds largely influences the char-
acteristics of the air mass overlying a region, particularly with respect to temperature
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and water vapour content. Both absolute (TCW) and relative (RH) metrics of water
vapour were investigated, as it has been acknowledged that water vapour is an in-
frared absorbing gas (Malingowski et al., 2014), and thus holds implications for the
loss (or emission back towards the surface) of thermal longwave radiation. The inves-
tigation of these moisture based variables is further warranted given that it has been
acknowledged that even slight cloud coverage above Cromwell can vastly reduce the
amount of katabatic drainage in this area (Fitzharris, 1980; Fitzharris et al., 1983).
3.4.2 Data
Gridded atmospheric data for input to GrADS was retrieved from the European Cen-
tre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF); the gridded reanalysis dataset
utilized in this study was the ERA-Interim (Dee et al., 2011). Reanalysis datasets offers
comprehensive snapshot of conditions of the atmosphere and are produced by utiliz-
ing both observations and model-based forecasts to estimate conditions, known as data
assimilation (Parker, 2016). Table 3.2 describes the reanalysis data obtained from the
ECMWF.
Table 3.2 Description of reanalysis data gathered from the ECMWF for ERA Interim
Parameter Spatial Domain Temporal Domain
Mean sea level pressure (MSLP) 20°S to 70°S; 135°E to 160°W Daily values at 0600, 1200, 1800, 0000 during September, October, November (1979 - 2017)
U, V 30°S to 50°S; 160°E to 175°W As needed for case studies
Total Column Water 30°S to 50°S; 160°E to 175°W Daily values at 0600, 1200, 1800, 0000 during September, October, November (1979 - 2017)
Relative Humidity 30°S to 50°S; 160°E to 175°W As needed for case studies
With regards to the climate reanalysis, using reanalysis datasets are acknowledged to
be somewhat limiting due to their inherent uncertainty. This uncertainty stems from
the fact that reanalysis datasets are in part determined by numerical weather predic-
tion forecasts; errors and uncertainties associated with NWP forecasts, and with the
process of reanalysis itself, have been noted to be only partially understood, and there-
fore it is unclear just how accurate the results of reanalysis are (Parker, 2016). Dee et al.
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(2011), the creators of the ERA-Interim, acknowledge that the data assimilation process
from forecast models with regards to observational data on humidity, wind, and the
distribution of aerosols and greenhouse gases, can add meaningful information, yet
not without uncertainty. However, despite these uncertainties, work has been done
to validate ERA Interim. For instance, Simmons et al. (2010) have conducted work on
validating moisture variables, and, verification of wind based variables have been ver-
ified with positive results (Rose and Apt, 2015; Kiss et al., 2009). The spatial domains
for the MSLP (20°S to 70°S; 135°E to 160°W) was chosen because this allowed for the
investigation of larger scale synoptic processes that may not have been appreciably ob-
servable had a smaller domain been used, such as the domain for TCW, RH, and U/V
components of wind (30°S to 50°S; 160°E to 175°W). Using this smaller domain allowed
for a clearer picture of phenomena immediately above the study site of Cromwell. For
MSLP and TCW, daily values at 0600, 1200, 1800, 0000 during September, October,
November (1979 - 2017) were obtained to create anomalies and also to further explore
mean values for the case studies. The gridded data was obtained at a resolution of
0.75° x 0.75°.
3.4.3 Procedure
Following the statistical component of this study, Kidson transitions (PNKT and MKT)
were identified that were most likely to render a frost; the specific transitions to be
investigated were contingent on the probability of a frost happening (with a higher
probability of a frost being of more interest), including a variety of antecedent con-
ditions (investigating a variety of PNKT), and the frequency of that Kidson transition
throughout the spring, with a higher frequency being more desirable as to allow a more
comprehensive interrogation through GrADS.
Subsequent to the identification of suitable Kidson transitions to investigate, the three




Figure 3.4 The four selected Kidson transitions that were investigated in this study.
son transition were identified and investigated, when available. Figure 3.4 depicts the
Kidson transitions highlighted in this study. Given that these Kidson transitions were
in-part chosen based on the probability of them rendering a frost (which is consid-
ered to be a result), more information pertaining to the frequency of these transitions
occurring can be found in the results section in Table 4.3.
A large limiting factor in this study was the frequency within the temporal range
of ERA-Interim that each Kidson type occurred and thereby rendered a frost. Three
samples were chosen because this was the maximum number of times throughout the
months that could be investigated with respect to the stagnant anticyclone to the west
of New Zealand (HW -> HW) and persistent ridge (R -> R) in some months. For in-
stance, the maximum amount of times that the HW -> HW Kidson transitions yielded
a frost within the temporal range of the ERA-Interim was three times in November,
and thus was a limiting factor; in some instances, (R -> R in November), there was
only one frost, thereby limiting this investigation to only one instance. In the tempo-
ral range of the ERA-Interim reanalysis dataset, the incoming anticyclone (SW -> HW)
and overpassing anticyclone (HW -> HSE) rendered a frost infrequently in September,
October, and November, so that frosts and non-frosts were explored on a case by case
basis.
To carry out the above investigation, MSLP, windspeed and direction, and relative hu-
midity were averaged for the three frost events and three non-frost events (or displayed
as a single case), rendering a plot that showed the average mean sea level pressure for
these transitions and average conditions during times of frost and non-frost. Further
investigation was in the form of identifying anomalies, or departure from mean val-
ues - this was done with the variables of MSLP and total column water (TCW). The
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use of anomalies in climatological and meteorological studies is widespread, and have
been acknowledged to highlight, or emphasize a particular signal (Wang et al., 2009),
thus giving a better understanding of the atmosphere at that particular time. To cre-
ate the anomaly plots, monthly means of MSLP and TCW were calculated in GrADS
and were comprised of data spanning from 1979 to 2017 (the temporal range of ERA-
Interim). The aformentioned averages of the three events/non-events was subtracted
from the monthly mean, thereby producing an anomaly. In the case where there were
less than three frost events and/or less than three non-frost events and thus making an
average impossible, the singular coldest and warmest examples were highlighted and
explored as case studies.
The use of TCW anomalies was particularly apposite to this study. As the Austral
spring progresses, the increased insolation thereby introduced increased amounts of
thermal energy, and thus the air has a higher capacity to hold moisture (Sturman and
Tapper, 2006), thus making inter-month comparisons of just TCW values less valuable.
Having a mean baseline from which a frost or non-frost deviates from emphasizes
this particular signal while adjusting to the increased thermal regime, thereby making
analysis more robust.
3.5 Summary of Methods
Historical weather data from Cromwell (1950 - 2017) were accessed via NIWA’s CliFlo
and the months of September, October, and November were extracted as these are the
months that the grapevine is most prone to frost damage. As the industry standard
1.4°C is the standard air temperature that distinguishes a frost from a non-frost, this
threshold was utilized in binary coding instances where the daily minimum was below
this temperature (coded as 1), and when the daily minimum temperature was above
this value (coded as 0). Historical Kidson types supplied by James Renwick were ap-
propriately temporally aligned with the historical weather data in a fashion that each
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frost or non-frost was preceded by a noon Kidson type (PNKT) and midnight Kidson
type (MKT). The statistical package ’glm’ was utilized in R to create a logistic regression
model that thereby enabled a synoptic signal that lead to frost incidence as a function
of the seasonal stage (September, October, or November), PNKT, and MKT, to be iden-
tified, thereby achieving objective 1 of this study. Four Kidson transitions were identi-
fied by their probability to render a frost, and the frequency in which these transitions
happened, that warranted further investigation to tease out when these transitions did
and did not render a frost. To do so, the ERA-Interim reanalysis dataset was utilized
to investigate the meteorological variables of MSLP (and anomalies), wind speed and






This results chapter is separated into two parts. This first part explores the incidence of
frosts and the links between seasonal stage of spring (September, October, and Novem-
ber), the noon-time Kidson type, midnight Kidson type, in the form of a logistic regres-
sion, thereby fulfilling objective 1 (identify a statistically significant synoptic signal
that leads to springtime frost incidence using synoptic weather types). Supplemen-
tary to this, the three Kidson regimes (zonal, blocking, trough) are further explored in
the same manner. Kidson type transitions that warranted further investigation were
highlighted based on the probability that they render a frost, their frequency of oc-
curring across the Austral spring, and their inherent characteristics. The second part
of this chapter seeks to explore the meteorological variables (MLSP, MSLP anomalies,
TCW anomalies, relative humidity, and wind speed and direction) that differentiate a
non-frost event from a frost event with regards to the further highlighted Kidson tran-
sitions from the first part, thereby fulfilling objective 2 (investigate the meteorological





Part I: Generalized Linear Models
(GLM) and Frost Prediction
4.2 Kidson Types
From a preliminary standpoint, the model summary (Table 4.1) shows that, given the
variability and range of probabilities rendered, the use of Kidson types can be useful
in the prediction of frosts in Cromwell Basin. In this study, the preceding noon Kidson
type (PNKT) and midnight Kidson type (MKT) are compared to the baseline reference
category of the Kidson type that is least likely to yield a frost at that time of day. The
PNKT that is least likely to create a frost is the HE type, which is characterized under
the blocking regime with prevailing northwesterly winds; the MKT that is least likely
to yield a frost is the W Kidson type, which is characterized by westerly winds over the
South Island and is part of the zonal regime. As such, the HE serves as the reference
category for the PNKT and the W serves as the reference category for the MKT. The
reference category for the seasonal stage is September.
Of the twenty-five covariates explored, twenty-one were found to be statistically signif-
icant - see Table 4.1. Within the PNKT, all of the nine comparisons that were statistically
significant have positivity coefficients, thus indicating they are more likely to render
a frost than the HE synoptic type. The W and TNW are not statistically significant in
this model configuration, but this does not suggest that they are not key elements in
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Table 4.1 Model summary from the logistic regression utilizing seasonal stage and Kid-
son types as predictors. Significance codes: *** = 0.001, ** = 0.01, * = 0.05, - = 0.1.
Covariates Estimate Std. Error z value Pr (>|z|) Significance
(Intercept) -2.15427 0.26206 -8.220 < 2e-16 ***
Month October -1.51012 0.07959 -18.974 < 2e-16 ***November -2.92239 0.12011 -24.331 < 2e-16 ***
PNKT (HE vs.)
W 0.26584 0.26921 0.987 0.323410
H 0.69226 0.21629 3.201 0.001371 **
HNW 0.92195 0.24090 3.827 0.000130 ***
HSE 0.84721 0.23163 3.658 0.000255 ***
HW 1.77701 0.27012 6.579 4.74e-11 ***
NE 0.93543 0.28129 3.326 0.000882 ***
R 1.29635 0.30108 4.306 1.66e-05 ***
SW 1.50034 0.24075 6.232 4.60e-10 ***
T 1.20291 0.24867 4.837 1.32e-06 ***
TNW 0.23191 0.27785 0.835 0.403906
TSW 1.44374 0.28129 5.133 2.86e-07 ***
MKT (W vs.)
T 0.41760 0.23520 1.776 0.075813 -
H 1.25388 0.22461 5.583 2.37e-08 ***
HE 0.79664 0.25453 3.130 0.001749 **
HNW 0.83297 0.22242 3.745 0.000180 ***
HSE 1.49033 0.25826 5.771 7.89e-09 ***
HW 1.42657 0.27444 5.198 2.01e-07 ***
NE 1.02941 0.29661 3.471 0.000519 ***
R 1.21891 0.30387 4.011 6.04e-05 ***
SW 1.07626 0.21813 4.934 8.05e-07 ***
TNW 0.63879 0.27034 2.363 0.018131 *
TSW 0.49415 0.28606 1.727 0.084091 -
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the model. An ANOVA done shows that each factor (seasonal stage, PNKT, and MKT)
are statistically significant at the 0.001 level. As such, each covariate in each factor is
considered to be of importance. The top ten most probable Kidson type transitions
to render a frost are characterized by a PNKT that is associated with southwesterly
winds. In order from the noontime Kidson type least to most likely to render a frost in
comparison to the HE Kidson type are TNW, W, H, HSE, HNW, NE, T, R, TSW, SW, and
HW. In contrast, the top ten most probable Kidson type transitions to render a non-frost
are characterized by a PNKT that are associated with winds either from the northwest
(Kidson types TNW and HE) or westerlies (Kidson types H and W). Following this, the
most probable midnight Kidson types to render a non-frost are characterized by being
part of the trough (T, TSW, TNW) or zonal regime (W).
With regards to the nine statistically significant midnight Kidson types, all were char-
acterized by positive coefficients, thus suggesting they are more likely to cause a non-
frost when compared to the W Kidson type. Further, the Kidson types that do not
show statistical significance in relation to the W type are still characterized by a pos-
itive coefficient. As above, the ANOVA shows that each factor is important and thus
each covariate should be considered as such. In order from least likely to most likely
to create a frost (with reference to the W Kidson type), the MKT’s are T, TSW, TNW,
HE, HNW, NE, SW, R, H, HW, and HSE. As mentioned at the end of subsection 3.3.2,
the ROC curve was used to assess the performance of the model with regards to the
sensitivity and specificity (or hit rate and false alarm rate). The first logistic regression
rendered an area under the curve of 80.4% (Figure 4.1), thereby suggesting that the
model performance can be considered excellent (Hosmer and Lemeshow, 2000).
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Figure 4.1 ROC curve for logistic regression predicting frost occurrence by including sea-
sonal stage, PNKT, and MKT (AUC = 80.4%). The diagonal line (AUC = 0.5) indicates ‘by
chance’ prediction.
4.3 Kidson Regimes
A separate logistic regression was utilized to explore the association between the
three Kidson weather regimes (blocking, zonal, trough) and the incidence of frost in
Cromwell (see Table 4.2). In this logistic regression, the seasonal stage is again in
comparison to the reference category of September; for the preceding noon Kidson
regime (PNKR) the reference category is the zonal category, which is comprised of the
H, HNW, and W Kidson types. For the midnight Kidson regime (KMR), the reference
category is the trough category, which is comprised of the T, TSW, SW, and TNW Kid-
son types. The AUC for this model configuration is 78.28%, suggesting that it too has
predictive capacity.
This logistic regression suggests that when the PNKR is compared to the zonal regime
with regards to frost incidence, both the blocking and trough types are more likely to
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Table 4.2 Model summary from the logistic regression utilizing Kidson regimes as pre-
dictors. Significance codes: *** = 0.001, ** = 0.01, * = 0.05, - = 0.1.
Covariates Estimate Std. Error z value Pr (>|z|) Significance
(Intercept) -0.88519 0.12596 -7.028 2.10e-12 ***
Month October -1.35794 0.07596 -17.878 < 2e-16 ***November -2.68776 0.11602 -23.166 < 2e-16 ***
PNKR (Zonal vs.) Blocking 0.10998 0.12065 0.912 0.3620Trough 0.50511 0.12235 4.128 3.66e-05 ***
MKR (Trough vs.) Blocking 0.57721 0.12422 4.647 3.38e-06 ***Zonal 0.26980 0.12240 2.204 0.0275 *
induce a frost. Similar to the logistic regression concerning the twelve Kidson types,
the ANOVA for the logistic regression concerning the regimes shows that each factor
(seasonal stage, PNKR, MKR) are all statistically significant at the 0.001 level, suggest-
ing that all covariates within them are of importance. All covariates within PNKR are
characterized by a positive coefficient, suggesting that Kidson types in the trough and
blocking regimes in the afternoon are more likely to render a frost than a Kidson type
that is of a zonal regime.
At night, the coefficients of the logistic regression that utilizes Kidson regimes suggest
that the blocking group is the most likely to render a frost, given that the coefficients
for the zonal is of lesser value than the zonal regime. Kidson types in the blocking
group are associated with weak pressure gradients (in particular HSE, HW, R), and
with the exception of HE and NE, southerly winds. Given the above, the most likely
transition to render a frost is a trough in the afternoon, followed by a blocking situation
at midnight.
4.4 Highlighted Kidson Types
Although the investigation of most model outputs/Kidson transitions would be bene-
ficial given their unique characteristics and thus ’set up’ of antecedent conditions con-
ducive to frosts, it was not feasbile given the frequency that these transitions occurred
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in history within each stage of Spring (with some not happening at all), and the fact
that some probabilities were too low to warrant investigation. As such, four select Kid-
son transitions were highlighted. The selection of these four Kidson types was based
on their importance with regards to both frequency that the Kidson transition occurred
between 1979 and 2017 (the temporal range of the ERA-Interim reanalysis dataset) and
their associated probability of rendering a frost. The full model output in table form
with all Kidson transitions, the frequency of these transitions from 1950 - 2017, and
their associated probabilities of frost is available in Appendix A.
Table 4.3 Highlighted Kidson type transitions, their frequency of occurring from 1950 -
2017, 1979 - 2017 (ERA-Interim temporal range), and the amount of times they rendered a
frost, by month.
Transition p(frost) (09/10/11) Frequency (1950 - 2017; 09/10/ 11) ERA-Interim Frequency (1979 - 2017; 09/10/11) Frosts (1979 - 2017; 09/10/11)
HW->HW 0.74/0.38/0.13 21 / 29/43 16/19/30 13/7/1
R->R 0.59/0.24/0.07 45/22/34 26/15/24 13/3/1
HW->HSE 0.75/0.44/0.14 11/12/24 3/4/19 2/3/3
SW->HW 0.68/0.32/0.10 6/15/18 2/5/10 2/1/3
The highlighted Kidson types from Table 4.3 are presented in box and whisker plots in
Figures 4.2 to 4.4 inclusive. The box and whisker plots are organized in a way that they
are based off the PNKT, and display the probability of a frost by the midnight Kidson
type and are organized into the seasonal stages of spring. The HW -> HW and HW ->
HSE transitions can be seen in Figure 4.2, and the R - > R and SW -> HW transitions
can be seen in Figures 4.3 and 4.4, respectively. Together, these three noontime Kidson
types contribute to 80% (HW = 35%, SW = 25%, R = 20%) of the top twenty most
probable frost inducing Kidson scenarios with non-zero frequency of transitions; the
remaining 20% of the top 20 scenarios had a noontime Kidson type of TSW.
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Figure 4.2 Box and Whisker plot of probabilities of frost based on noontime Kidson type
HW. Early (September), Mid (October), and Late (November) are the stages of Spring under
investigation. Note: some of these Kidson transitions do not occur in nature.
Figure 4.3 Box and Whisker plot of probabilities of frost based on noontime Kidson type
R. Early (September), Mid (October), and Late (November) are the stages of Spring under
investigation. Note: some of these Kidson transitions do not occur in nature.
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Figure 4.4 Box and Whisker plot of probabilities of frost based on noontime Kidson type
SW. Early (September), Mid (October), and Late (November) are the stages of Spring under
investigation. Note: some of these Kidson transitions do not occur in nature.
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Part II: Analysis of Climate Fields
4.5 Introduction
This section will cover the results from the execution of section 3.4, whereby objec-
tive two is fulfilled. Further, this part of the results is divided into four main sections,
all of which correspond to the highlighted Kidson type transitions from Section 4.4.
As a general reminder, the three coldest nights (when available) under 1.4°C for each
and three warmest nights (when available) above 1.4°C for each transition were ex-
plored by examining the means of the following variables: MSLP, MSLP anomalies,
U/V/magnitude components of wind, TCW, and relative humidity; this was suitable
for the analysis of the HW -> HW and R -> R transitions, but the frequency of frost
and/or non-frost events within the HW -> HSE and SW -> HW transitions were too
low to take an average of. As such, these were explored on a single case by case ba-
sis. Both the MSLP anomalies and TCW anomalies are derived from departures from
the means obtained from 1979 - 2017, which coincides with the temporal range of the
ERA-Interim reanalysis dataset.
Within these subsections, the results are explored by drawing comparisons between
and amongst frost and non-frost events within and amongst months. Table 4.4 shows
the temperature ranges of minimum air temperature by Kidson type per month, with
the incoming anticyclone (SW -> HW) transition having the lowest minimum temper-
ature range (0.3°C; September) and the persistent ridge (R -> R) transition having the
highest minimum temperature range (13.4°C; November). Further details of the syn-
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optic transitions can be found in Appendix B. Furthermore, at the end of each section
there is a summary table that describes the progression and general trend from 1800 to
0600 of the aformentioned variables in the grid cell that corresponds to Cromwell, as
well as the difference in values and trends between frost and non-frost events within
that specific Kidson transition - these serve to act as a non-visual aid to the reader.
Table 4.4 Lowest minimum air temperature, highest minimum air temperature, and
range of minimum air temperatures by Kidson type transition.
Kidson Transition HW -> HW R -> R HW -> HSE SW -> HW
Month 09 10 11 09 10 11 09 10 11 09 10 11
Lowest Min T (°C) -3 -2.6 0 -2.5 -1.4 0.9 -2.5 0 0.7 -1.5 0.3 -0.6
Highest Min T (°C) 2.2 6.8 11 8.4 10.6 12.5 3.9 2.9 12 -1.2 5.5 8.1
Range 5.2 9.4 11 10.9 12 13.4 6.4 2.9 11.3 0.3 5.2 8.7
4.6 Stagnant Anticyclone to the West (HW -> HW)
4.6.1 Atmospheric Circulation
The Kidson transition characterized by a stagnant anticyclone to the west of New
Zealand is the second most probable Kidson transition to yield a frost (p (frost) = 0.74,
0.38, 0.13 in September, October, and November, respectively - see Table 4.3). When
comparing the mean MSLP/wind speed and directions/MSLP anomalies of the three
coldest frost events to the three warmest non-frost events under the HW -> HW transi-
tion, some distinguishing characteristics can be identified, particularly in October and
November.
September non-frost events are, on average, characterized by a higher midnight mean
MSLP than that of frost events, with both frost and non-frost events exhibiting mean
MSLP values with a central core of high pressure to the west of the South Island (figure
4.5 - top pane). Notable differences between frost and non-frosts include the presence
of lower pressure over the area NE of New Zealand for frost events, and the weaker
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pressure gradient that exists to the south of New Zealand for frost events. In October,
the southerly extent to which the lobes of high pressure extend to during frost events
far exceeds that of non-frosts. This feature sets up the pressure gradient as being more
meridional during frost events, compared to non-frosts which are characterized by be-
ing more zonal. The singular November frost event was characterized by a very weak
pressure gradient over the South Island of New Zealand with a central core pressure
to the west in the Tasman Sea (Figure 4.5 - bottom left). In contrast, the November
non-frost events were characterized by pressures above Cromwell being lower than
previously mentioned, and the core of high pressure that characterizes the HW Kid-
son type is further north than in previous examples. As such, the difference in MSLP
values between frost and non-frosts is greatest during November (Table 4.5).
Mean MSLP anomalies show that although they are small, the biggest difference be-
tween frost and non-frost events with regards to MSLP anomalies within the month of
September occurs at 1800, where frosts are characterized by having a slightly higher
MSLP anomaly over Cromwell for the evening, and becomes equal by the morning -
refer to Appendix B. October differences in MSLP anomalies above Cromwell are not
present and only present at 0600 in November, whereby non-frosts are characterized by
a slightly more positive anomaly above Cromwell than frosts. For MSLP anomalies in
September and October, the most notable patterns that emerge are centered around the
positioning and extent of anomalies: during frost events anomalously positive lobes of
high pressure extend from the South Island towards and breaching the coastline of
Antarctica, with the core of anomalously high pressure directly south of New Zealand
(Figure 4.6 - top and middle left). In contrast, during the September/October non-
frosts the anomalously positive pressure lobe extends just into the Southern Ocean,
with the core of anomalously high pressure located to the SW of New Zealand (Figure
4.6 - top and middle right). In November, the patterns that emerge are vastly different
than that of September and October. Firstly, the singular frost event is characterized
by anomalously positive pressure over nearly the whole South Island, with a trough of
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anomalously negative pressures of varying intensity over the Southern Ocean (Figure
4.6 - bottom left). In contrast, the non-frost events are characterized by an anoma-
lously positive pressure core to the SW of New Zealand (Figure 4.6 - bottom right).
Arguably the most distinguishing feature between the November frost event and non-
frost events is the position of the central core of anomalously positive pressure; in the
frost event, the South Island is situated within the core of anomalously high pressure,
whilst (as mentioned previously) the core of anomalously high pressure is located to
the SW of New Zealand during the non-frost events.
The aformentioned pressure patterns are reflected in the wind plots shown in Figure
4.7. The wind plots show that on average, the HW -> HW transitions yields mean
wind speeds equal or less than 2m/s over the majority of the South Island for both
frost and non-frost events. The most notable difference between frost and non-frost
events occurs in November, where the presence of a low to the E/NE of the North
Island during frost events induces southerlies, whereas during November non-frost
events, the wind is predominantly zonal westerlies.
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Figure 4.5 Mean MSLP (mb) at 0000 for the HW -> HW Kidson transition (stagnant anti-
cyclone) for the three coldest (frosts column - left) and three warmest (non-frosts column -









Figure 4.6 Mean MSLP anomalies (mb) at 0000 for the HW -> HW Kidson transition (stag-
nant anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts column - left) and three warmest (non-frosts
column - right) nights from 1979 to 2017 in September (top), October (middle), and Novem-
ber (bottom).
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Figure 4.7 Mean U,V, and magnitude (m/s) at 0000 for the HW -> HW Kidson transition
(stagnant anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts column - left) and three warmest (non-





Amongst the difference in TCW anomalies (Figure 4.8) and relative humidity (Figure
4.9) between frost events and non-frost events for the HW -> HW transition, some
broad statements can be said that appropriately describe the characteristics of the at-
mosphere throughout the spring. Firstly, frost events throughout the spring are char-
acterized (on average) by being drier, or more anomalously negative with regards to
both total column water and mean relative humidity than their non-frost counterparts
- see table 4.5 for specific values. In nearly every month at each time step, the frost
events are characterized by more extremely negative TCW anomalies than non-frost
events, with the exception of November mornings, when anomalies are equal. Rel-
ative humidities between frost and non-frosts exhibit the biggest difference at 1800
NZST throughout all months, and with the exception of October 0000NZST, October
0600 NZST, and November 0600 NZST, all frost events are characterized by having a
relative humidity less than that of non-frost events.
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Figure 4.8 Mean TCW anomalies (kg/m2) at 0000 for the HW -> HW Kidson transition
(stagnant anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts column - left) and three warmest (non-









Figure 4.9 Mean relative humidity (%) (1000mb) at 0000 for the HW -> HW Kidson tran-
sition (stagnant anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts column - left) and three warmest
(non-frosts column - right) nights from 1979 to 2017 in September (top), October (middle),
and November (bottom)
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4.7 Persistent Ridge (R -> R)
4.7.1 Atmospheric Circulation
The Kidson transition characterized by a persistent ridge (R -> R) is associated with
probabilities of 0.58, 0.24, and 0.07 of yielding a frost in September, October, and
November, respectively - see Table 4.3. The R -> R transition differs immensely from
that of HW -> HW with regards to the range of minimum temperatures yielded. As
mentioned earlier, the September HW -> HW non-frost events were characterized by a
range between a maximum minimum temperature and minimum minimum tempera-
ture of 5.2°C (-3°C to 2.2°C); on the other hand, the R -> R transition is characterized
by a range between maximum minimum temperature and minimum minimum tem-
perature of 10.9°C (-2.5°C to 8.4°C).
As seen in Figure 4.10, the R -> R transitions that lead to frost events (on average)
are associated with lower pressure to the E/NE of the Bay of Plenty region; non-frost
events are characterized by a less extreme depression in the same general region (Fig-
ure 4.10). Furthermore, the mean MSLP over the South Island during frost events is
higher than non-frost events under the R -> R transition, with the exception of Novem-
ber, where they are equal. For all months, the mean MSLP is higher within the core of
the ridge to the SE/E of New Zealand during non-frost events; this core feature is ab-
sent in October frosts, and exhibits lower pressures in September and November frost
events in the same location. In November, arguably the most distinguishing feature
between frost and non-frost event(s) is the orientation of the ridge. In the November
frost event, the orientation of the ridge is more meridional (Figure 4.10 - bottom left),
particularly to the west of New Zealand; during non-frost events, the ridge extends
over the Tasman Sea and is configured in a more zonal fashion (Figure 4.10 - bottom
right). Another shared feature amongst the frost events in all months is a large weak
depression to the NE of the Bay of Plenty coupled with another low in the Southern
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Ocean, both of which serve to draw in air from the ridge of high pressure.
When considering MSLP anomalies between the the three coldest evenings and three
warmest evenings under the R -> R transition, some distinguishing features standout -
see Figure 4.11. The first of these is the more extensive breadth of the anomalously neg-
ative pressure to the E/NE of the Bay of Plenty during frost events across all months;
this same pressure field does present itself in the non-frost event anomalies, yet at a
smaller scale. With respect to the above, November shows a higher degree of simi-
larity between frost and non-frost events. The second standout feature pertains to the
anomalously positive pressure field that exists to the S/SE of New Zealand during
both frost and non-frost events. During non-frost events, particularly in September
and November, the positive pressure anomaly is more spread out from west to east
when compared to frost events, where there is a break in the positive anomaly in the
same longitudinal plane as Tasmania. Again, this feature is shared between September
and November frost events, but the anomalies are more extremely negative in Novem-
ber. Finally, a common feature amongst all frost events is the proximity of the core of
anomalously positive pressure to the SE of New Zealand being located more directly
south of the country than during non-frost events - this feature is particularly present
in October and November.
The mean MSLP is reflected in the wind plots (Figure 4.12) and some features become
apparent that separate frost from non-frost events in some months more than others.
In September, the most pronounced difference is that the non-frost events are charac-
terized by a stronger wind from the northeast on the east coast of the South Island,
and winds incident on the western side of the South Island have a more northwesterly
orientation; frost events on the other hand are more characterized by westerly winds
on the West Coast, and southeasterly in the eastern side of the South Island. Both
frosts and non-frosts are characterized by low windspeed in the interior of the South
Island. October frost events are experienced under conditions that bring winds from
southeasterly locations, whilst non-frosts on average occur when winds are from the
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east/northeast on the Otago coast, and northwest on the West Coast. Regardless of
wind origin and thus the set up of antecedent conditions conducive to a frost or non-
frost event, wind speeds in October are characterized as being equal or less than 2m/s.
In November, the singular frost event is characterized by easterly winds incident on
the Otago coast that upon hitting the coast direct themselves to the SW towards the
low in the Southern Ocean.
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Figure 4.10 Mean MSLP (mb) at 0000 for the R -> R Kidson transition for the three coldest
(frosts column - left) and three warmest (non-frosts column - right) nights from 1979 to








Figure 4.11 Mean MSLP anomalies (mb) at 0000 for the R -> R Kidson transition for the
three coldest (frosts column - left) and three warmest (non-frosts column - right) nights
from 1979 to 2017 in September (top), October (middle), and November (bottom).
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Figure 4.12 Mean U,V, and magnitude (m/s) at 0000 for the R -> R Kidson transition for
the three coldest (frosts column - left) and three warmest (non-frosts column - right) nights




Similar to the HW -> HW transition, some broad statements can be made regarding
TCW anomalies and relative humidity when comparing frost and non-frost events
throughout the months of September, October, and November. Differing from the
HW -> HW transition however, the R -> R transition provides a more drastic com-
parison between frost and non-frost events with regards these moisture based meteo-
rological parameters. The persistent ridge transition has the highest mean difference
with regards to TCW anomalies (Table 4.6). Broadly speaking, frost events throughout
the spring are characterized by anomalously negative TCW values, whereas non-frost
events are characterized by anomalously positive TCW values. This remains true at
all time stamps investigated (1800, 0000, 0600) in all months. With regards to relative
humidity, frost events are consistently characterized by RH values that are less than
those of the non-frost events. In particular, midnight values of relative humidity are
consistently 10% less during frost events in comparison to non-frost events.
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Figure 4.13 Mean TCW anomalies (kg/m2) at 0000 for the R -> R Kidson transition for
the three coldest (frosts column - left) and three warmest (non-frosts column - right) nights








Figure 4.14 Mean relative humidity (%) (1000mb) at 0000 for the R -> R Kidson transition
for the three coldest (frosts column - left) and three warmest (non-frosts column - right)
nights from 1979 to 2017 in September (top), October (middle), and November (bottom)
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4.8 Overpassing Anticyclone (HW -> HSE)
4.8.1 Atmospheric Circulation
The overpassing anticyclone Kidson transition is the most likely transition to render
a frost and is associated with probability of yielding a frost of 0.75, 0.40, and 0.14 in
September, October, and November, respectively. The September frost event occurred
on September 26th, 1979 (Figure 4.15 - top left), and in this particular instance, the
minimum temperature reached was -2.5°C. There was only one instance within the
timeframe of the ERA-Interim dataset where the HW -> HSE did not render a frost, and
occurred on September 25th, 1986 - the minimum temperature reached on this date was
3.9°C (Figure 4.15 - top right). When comparing the frost event to the non-frost event,
the most noticeable difference is the intensity of high pressure that distinguishes the
two. Intense high pressure over Cromwell is a feature that is common for September,
October and November - see Figures 4.15 and 4.16.
During the frost events explored in this transition, both MSLP and MSLP anomalies are
consistently higher when compared to non-frost events, and frost events are character-
ized by a weak pressure gradient above Cromwell (Figures 4.15 and 4.16. Frost events
are characterized by the core of high pressure being situated above the South Island. In
comparison, the non-frost events - with the exception of October - are characterized by
a central core of high pressure located to the north of the South Island (Figure 4.15); in
October, the core of high pressure is centered over New Zealand during non-frosts, yet
extends north. A depression to the east of New Zealand is present in both the Septem-
ber frosts and non-frosts, yet is more extreme during the frost event. In October, the
frost event is characterized by a well defined core of high pressure in comparison to
the non-frost, which is characterized by a large and expansive anticyclone. A depres-
sion exists due north of New Zealand during the November frost event, whilst during
the non-frost, a belt of depressions exists in the Southern Ocean. Furthermore, the
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November frost event is characterized by more persistent high pressure than that of
the non-frost in the same month (Table 4.8).
MSLP anomalies are consistently more positive for frost events when compared to non-
frost events, which is particularly true in September and November, where anomalies
for frost events are on average 10-15mb higher than non-frosts (Figure 4.16). Further-
more, the positive MSLP anomalies have a markedly more southerly extent than those
of non-frosts - this is very apparent in October, where the lobe of anomalously positive
pressure breaches the Antarctic coastline. In November, this trend continues, however
does not extend as far south as the October frost event. In contrast, the November non-
frost is characterized by a positive anomaly to the northeast of New Zealand. The HW
-> HSE transition is characterized by having the biggest difference between frosts and
non-frosts with regards to MSLP/MSLP anomalies above Cromwell when compared
to the other Kidson transitions (Table 4.8)
The aformentioned weak pressure gradients are reflected in the wind plots throughout
the months, as wind speed is consistently less than or equal to 2m/s for all time steps
during frost events; non-frosts are characterized on average as being windier than frost
events, yet still not exceeding 4m/s (see Figure 4.17). The September frost event is
characterized by stagnant winds to the immediate south of the South Island, which
begin to move in a northwest direction to the west of the West Coast. The non-frost in
September is characterized by the anticyclone to the northwest of New Zealand, initi-
ating northwesterly flow towards the South Island, yet is characterized by very slow
wind speeds. Upon reaching the South Island, this wind shifts and begins to move
up the coast in a northeast orientation. The well defined core the anticyclone is appar-
ent in the October frost event, with stagnant winds to the south of the South Island
that induces stagnant winds in the interior of the South Island. In contrast, the non-
frost event is characterized by northwesterly winds incident on the West Coast and
southeasterly on the Otago coast. The most marked difference in wind fields between
frost and non-frosts arises in November, where frost events are characterized by stag-
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nant winds induced by the anticyclone centered over the south of the South Island,
whilst the non-frost event is characterized by strong northwesterly winds incident on






Figure 4.15 Mean MSLP (mb) at 0000 for the HW -> HSE Kidson transition for the coldest
(frosts column - left) and warmest (non-frosts column - right) nights from 1979 to 2017 in
September (top), October (middle), and November (bottom).
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Figure 4.16 MSLP anomalies (mb) at 0000 for the HW -> HSE Kidson transition for the
coldest (frost column - left) and warmest (non-frost column - right) nights from 1979 to








Figure 4.17 Mean U,V, and magnitude (m/s) at 0000 for the HW -> HSE Kidson transition
for the coldest (frosts column - left) and warmest (non-frosts column - right) nights from
1979 to 2017 in September (top), October (middle), and November (bottom).
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4.8.2 Moisture Variables
In general, the same statement that frost events are drier than non-frost events with re-
gards to TCW anomalies and relative humidity above Cromwell than non-frost events
can be applied to the case studies presented in the HW -> HSE transition. With the ex-
ception of October at midnight, when TCW anomalies are approximately equal for the
frost and non-frost events, frost events are characterized by having a more pronounced
negative TCW anomaly (Figure 4.18). The case study that displays the largest margin is
November at 0600, where there is approximately 8kg/m2 less water in the atmosphere
during frost events than during non-frost events. With regards to relative humidity,
frost events are characterized by values less than that of non-frosts, with the exception
of November evening (1800) and morning (0600), when they are equal. The largest
difference was during the October case study at midnight, when the relative humidity
in Cromwell was 20 to 25% less during the frost event than the non-frost event (Fig-
ure 4.19). The overpassing anticyclone transition has the highest mean difference with








Figure 4.18 TCW anomalies (kg/m2) at 0000 for the HW -> HSE Kidson transition for
the coldest (frost column - left) and warmest (non-frost column - right) nights from 1979 to
2017 in September (top), October (middle), and November (bottom).
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Figure 4.19 Mean relative humidity (%) (1000mb) at 0000 for the HW -> HSE Kidson
transition for the three coldest (frosts column - left) and three warmest (non-frosts column






























































































































































































































































































































































4.9. INCOMING ANTICYCLONE (SW -> HW)
4.9 Incoming Anticyclone (SW -> HW)
4.9.1 Atmospheric Circulation
The Kidson transition that is characterized by an incoming anticyclone (SW -> HW) is
associated with probabilities of yielding a frost of 0.68, 0.32, and 0.10 in September, Oc-
tober, and November, respectively. In September, there were no non-frost events under
the SW -> HW Kidson transition within the timeframe of the ERA-Interim dataset, so a
comparison is lacking in this instance; outside this time frame (between 1950 and 1978),
the SW -> HW Kidson transition rendered a non-frost only twice during September,
on the 7th and 30th of 1977 and 1978, respectively. The September frost event high-
lighted in this study occurred on the 7th of September, 2014, and rendered a minimum
temperature of -1.5°C. In this instance, an intense high pressure system (1030+ mb)
situated with it’s core over southeast Australia is seen spread over Australia and New
Zealand, with a weak pressure gradient over the latter (Figure 4.20 - top left). Given
that there were no non-frosts in September, an intra-month comparison is unable to be
drawn, yet the instance of frost has some noteworthy features that show similarities to
the frost events in October and November. The largest difference between the frosts
and non-frosts is the intensity of air pressure over Cromwell, and the central core of
the anticyclone, with frost events exhibiting higher values with regards to both. All
frost events under this transition are characterized by a high pressure system being
driven over the country from west to east, with frost events being consistently 5 to
15mb higher above Cromwell than non-frosts. In September and November, the South
Island is positioned in the southeastern portion of the high, whilst in October, the core
of high pressure is located further south, thereby positioning the South Island in the
northeast of the high (Figure 4.20 - middle left pane). Furthermore, the October frost
event is characterized by a ridge of high pressure that extends towards Antarctica. For
non-frost events, the October frost events is characterized by a weak pressure gradient
oriented in a meridional fashion yet is subject to pressures less than those of the frost
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event. The November non-frost event is characterized by a pressure gradient above
the South Island that is notably zonal in orientation, which is reflected in the MSLP
anomalies (Figure 4.21). MSLP anomalies show that the Southern Ocean is subject to
more positive anomalies during frost events than non-frost events. Further differences
manifest as a more negatively anomalous pressures to the east of New Zealand during
the October frost event when compared to the non-frost event of the same month. In
November, the negative anomaly is present in both frost and non-frosts, yet the pos-
itive anomaly above New Zealand is more extreme when compared to the positive
anomaly over the same region during the non-frost.
The aformentioned pressure patterns are reflected in the wind plots which show that
the predominant flow at 1800 is southwesterly for all frost case studies and this di-
rection is maintained until 0600 when winds either die down due to the incursion
of higher pressure from the west (Figure 4.22). Fewer similarities can be drawn be-
tween the two non-frost events under this transition. The October non-frost case study
is characterized by persistent weak southwesterlies over the South Island, whilst the
November non-frost is characterized by westerlies that shift to northwesterlies.
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Figure 4.20 MSLP at 0000 for the SW -> HW Kidson transition for the coldest (frost col-
umn - left) and warmest (non-frost column - right) nights from 1979 to 2017 in September








Figure 4.21 MSLP anomalies (mb) at 0000 for the SW -> HW Kidson transition for the
coldest (frost column - left) and warmest (non-frost column - right) night from 1979 to 2017
in September (top), October (middle), and November (bottom).
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Figure 4.22 Mean U,V, and magnitude (m/s) at 0000 for the SW -> HW Kidson transition
for the three coldest (frosts column - left) and three warmest (non-frosts column - right)




Much like the other case studies, the general statement that frost events are character-
ized by a TCW anomaly lower than that of non-frost event still applies for the SW ->
HW case studies. Again, a comparison for September is lacking due to the absence
of a non-frost event in this month from 1979-2017, but the frost events in September,
October, and November, are all characterized by negative TCW anomaly at every time
step, and there is only one instance when the the frost event is not characterized by a
TCW anomaly less than that of a non-frost event (October 0000), and in this instance
they are equal. With regards to relative humidity, the biggest difference occurs in the
mornings, where frost events are characterized by relative humidity values 10 to 15%
less than that of the comparative non-frost events. The biggest difference in relative
humidity arises in October at 0600, where the frost event is characterized by relative
humidity values 15% less than that of non-frosts (Table 4.10).
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Figure 4.23 TCW anomalies (km/m2) at 0000 for the SW -> HW Kidson transition for the
coldest (frost column - left) and warmest (non-frost column - right) nights from 1979 to








Figure 4.24 Mean relative humidity (%) (1000mb) at 0000 for the SW -> HW Kidson tran-
sition for the three coldest (frosts column - left) and three warmest (non-frosts column -
right) nights from 1979 to 2017 in September (top), October (middle), and November (bot-
tom)
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4.10 Summary of Results
The utilization of a logistic regression that attributed the incidence of frost in Cromwell
to the transition of Kidson types by month was shown to have excellent predictive ca-
pacity (AUC = 80.4%). The top ten most probable Kidson transitions were character-
ized by southwesterly winds (HW, SW, TSW Kidson types) at noon. Following this,
the most probable midnight Kidson types to render a frost are characterized by anti-
cyclonic activity (HW, HSE, R, NE), which is further corroborated by a second logistic
regression that highlighted that the blocking regime of Kidson types was most likely
to render a frost; the blocking regime comprises Kidson types that are anticyclones.
The most likely synoptic transition to render a frost in Cromwell is an HW -> HSE.
On the contrary, the ten least likely Kidson transitions to render a frost are those that
are characterized by either noontime westerlies (H, W) or noontime northerly quarter
winds (TNW, HE). Following this, the most probable midnight Kidson types to render
a non-frost are those associated with a trough (T, TSW, TNW) or zonal regime (W).
This again is corroborated by the second logistic regression that identified the trough
regime, followed by the zonal regime to be the least likely to render a frost.
The meteorological variables of MSLP, MSLP anomalies, wind speed and direction,
TCW anomalies, and relative humidity were investigated through the means of the
ERA-Interim reanalysis dataset to differentiate frost and non-frosts in Cromwell. The
synoptic transitions that were investigated were a stagnant anticyclone to the west of
New Zealand (HW -> HW), a persistent ridge (R -> R), an overpassing anticyclone
(HW -> HSE), and an incoming anticyclone (SW -> HW). With regards to MSLP and
MSLP anomalies, frost events are consistently characterized by higher surface atmo-
spheric pressures and more extreme positive pressure anomalies immediately over
Cromwell; each synoptic situation has varying characteristics that may or may not lead
to frosts. Upon taking the mean of the differences, the overpassing anticyclone (HW ->
HSE) expressed the highest difference in MSLP/anomalies (10mb higher during frosts
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than non-frosts), and the persistent ridge (R -> R) expressed the lowest mean difference
(3.9mb higher during frosts than non-frosts). Wind speeds are consistently weaker
within the interior of the South Island during frost events; on the coastlines of New
Zealand, frost events are consistently characterized by having synoptic scale merid-
ional winds incident on the south coast than non-frosts. With regards to TCW anoma-
lies, frost events are consistently characterized by a more extreme negative anomaly
than non-frosts. The persistent ridge (R -> R) expressed the largest mean difference
with respect to TCW (-6.89 kg/m2), whereas the lowest mean difference was during
the incoming anticyclone (SW -> HW: -2.33 kg/m2). Similarly, frost events are char-
acterized by lower humidity values when compared to non-frosts. The largest mean
difference occurs during the overpassing anticyclone (HW -> HSE: -10.5%) and the






To recap, the following research objectives were introduced at the end of Chapter 1.
These objectives were:
• Objective 1: identify a statistically significant synoptic “signal” that leads to
springtime frost incidence in Cromwell via the utilization of synoptic types.
• Objective 2: investigate the meteorological variables associated with specific syn-
optic weather types to separate a frost event from a non-frost event.
These objectives also form the foundation on which this chapter is built, with each
objective being explored in their own sections. The detailed discussion of these objec-
tives in detail enables the results of this study (Chapter 4) to be further built on. The
discussion of the objectives is conducted in the following manner. Firstly, the logistic
regression output is explored on a theoretical basis. This is done by exploring the Kid-
son types identified in Chapter 4 by means of investigating the inferred meteorological
behaviour based on their classifications, and delving into why certain Kidson type
transitions are more likely to render a frost (ex. HW -> HW) when others are not (ex.
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W -> W). The discussion of objective 2 is formatted differently than the presentation
in Chapter 4. Through the exploration of meteorological variables between frosts and
non-frosts, several features were found that were common amongst the frost induc-
ing synoptic situations, and will thus be explored in terms of meteorological variables,
rather than Kidson transitions to spare the reader repetition. Following the discussion
of these objectives, other considerations are taken into account and discussed, such as
the effects of large scale climate oscillations and modes. Subsequently, both the limita-
tions of this study and areas of further work to be undertaken are explored.
5.2 Synoptic Controls on Frost Incidence “The Signal”
This section delves into the results presented in Chapter 4, with particular focus on the
highlighted Kidson types from this section, and further exploration of the Kidson tran-
sitions that are least likely to render a frost in Cromwell. Further, this section concerns
itself mostly with probabilities associated with frosts in September, as the order of Kid-
son transitions most likely to render a frost does not change amongst the months, yet
it is acknowledged that as the spring progresses, the probability of frost incidence de-
creases due to increased rates of insolation. In the previously mentioned sections, the
twelve Kidson types were employed to explore the synoptic scale linkages to frost in-
cidence in the Cromwell via the utilization of a logistic regression model - the AUC of
the model was 80.4%. This AUC suggests that a logistic regression model comprised of
the seasonal stage of Southern Hemisphere spring (September, October, or November),
the Kidson type at noon the day before an event/non-event (PNKT - preceding noon
Kidson type), and the Kidson type at midnight (MKT - midnight Kidson type) serves
as an excellent model (Hosmer and Lemeshow, 2000). Furthermore, other work utiliz-
ing Kidson types in relation to meteorological phenomena through the use of logistic
regression show that Kidson types can indeed be used as predictors. For example,
Gibson (2014) utilized Kidson types to model wind resource quantity (AUC = 82.7%
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for predicting a maximum generation day), and Cullen et al. (2017) used Kidson types
to model the mass balance of glaciers in the Southern Alps of New Zealand (AUC =
82.6%). Given that all three studies explored above rendered an AUC of above 80%, the
support of Kidson type based predictive models is warranted. Further, because MSLP
fields are able to be forecasted, it would be possible to make this model operational (at
a site specific level).
In this study, the probability of a frost event is contingent on each covariate factor; the
combination of factors that is the most likely to render a frost in Cromwell is when the
PNKT is HW, the MKT is HSE, and the month in which this transition occurs is Septem-
ber (p = 0.753). The HW Kidson type is characterized by both a weak pressure gradient
over the South Island, southwesterly winds, and an anticyclone centered to the west
of the South Island. The HSE Kidson type is characterized by a very weak pressure
gradient (likely resulting in little to no wind over the South Island), and anticyclonic
conditions centered just east of the South Island. The HW -> HSE Kidson transition is
particularly conducive to frosts for a number of reasons. Firstly, the HW Kidson type at
noon draws in air of a lower temperature via the southwesterly winds during the day
(cold air advection), thus setting up appropriate antecedent conditions for a frost (as a
side-note, a PNKT of HW makes up the top four most probable scenarios to render a
frost). Secondly, the HSE Kidson type at midnight and its characteristic weak pressure
gradient is resultant in little to no synoptic forcing of air movement in the south central
South Island, thereby facilitating the onset of katabatic drainage winds. The onset of
katabatic drainage winds is further facilitated by a third point, being that as both of
these Kidson types are characterized by high pressure and thus are likely to exhibit an
absence of clouds. The absence of clouds, as previously mentioned, is conducive to
the loss of thermal longwave radiation - if enough of this longwave radiation is able to
escape, a frost is rendered as the grapevine loses much of its internal thermal energy.
Furthermore, the HSE Kidson type has been described as “a cold high” in the winter
months (Renwick, 2011) - given that this is the shoulder season, it is likely this charac-
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teristic is carried on until the summer, when the HSE begins to produce near average
temperatures in comparison to the below average in winter.
The second most probable Kidson type transition as identified by this logistic regres-
sion model to render a frost in Cromwell in September is the HW -> HW transition (p
= 0.741). Similar to the above transition, this particular transition operates on a sim-
ilar level, yet the anticyclone that characterizes the HW type remains to the west of
New Zealand, thereby upholding the southwesterly winds, weak pressure gradient,
and clear nights that characterize anticyclones - all of which are conducive to frosts
due to the cascade of multi-scale phenomena operating within this system. The fifth
most probable scenario to render a frost was the SW -> HW (p = 0.684). This is the
first scenario highlighted by the model that does not have a PNKT of HW. Both the
SW (trough) and HW (blocking) have similar characteristics, albeit characterized by
being in different regimes. The SW is characterized by southwesterly winds over New
Zealand induced by an anticyclone being centered in the Tasman Sea. Given the pre-
vailing westerlies, it is natural that the anticyclone moves to the east so that the south-
westerly belt induced by the SW shifts to the east and the anticyclone shifts closer to
New Zealand, thereby shifting the classification to HW. Given this progression, it is
simply a high pressure system moving towards New Zealand over the course of a day.
The southwesterlies at noon are considered to induce cold air advection given its ori-
gin during the day, whilst the subsequent anticyclone and associated weak pressure
gradient and likely clear nights facilitates both cold air ponding via katabatic drainage
and the loss of longwave radiation at the microscale leading to frosts.
Finally, the last of the highlighted Kidson type transitions is the R -> R transition. This
Kidson transition is listed as the nineteenth most probable Kidson transition to render
a frost that has a history of actually occurring (p = 0.589 in September). The reasons
this particular Kidson type transition was highlighted for further study was due to
the high frequency in which this particular transition occurred, thus allowing to take
averages, and it being characterized by high atmospheric surface pressure and anticy-
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clonic activity. This particular transition is characterized by a ridge of high pressure
extending from the Tasman Sea, across New Zealand to the Southern Ocean is further
characterized by both a depression to the NE of the North Island, and a very weak
pressure gradient over the South Island. This particular transition is conducive to a
frost for a multitude of reasons. Firstly, the presence of a weak pressure gradient over
the South Island is associated with low wind speeds, thus inhibiting turbulent mixing
within the boundary layer, which in turn facilitates katabatic wind systems and the
associated cold-air pools and loss of longwave radiation. Secondly, the depression to
the NE of New Zealand is likely to induce southerly winds over much of the country
if it is strong enough. However, not pictured in the original Kidson type figure (Figure
3.3) for the R type is a depression that is often present in the Southern Ocean, S/SW of
New Zealand; given the spatial domain of these figures, this feature is absent. A situ-
ation where there is a ridge of high pressure sandwiched between two lows on either
side creates an environment where air from the high is forced to areas of low pressure.
Given that the cores of the anticyclones that make up the ridge of high pressure are
centered over the Tasman Sea and Southern Ocean, the subsiding air from these sys-
tems would travel over the ocean and not the rugged and mountainous islands that
comprise New Zealand. As such, there is very little synoptic forcing in these situa-
tions, particularly in the inland locations of the central South Island. Given an absence
of synoptically driven wind, katabatic winds are able to operate and thereby induce
cold air ponding.
The three Kidson transitions that this model identifies as the least likely to render a
frost all have and MKT of W, and in order from most to least likely to render a frost,
the PNKT’s are W (zonal; p = 0.131), TNW (trough; p = 0.127), and HE (blocking; p
= 0.104). The W Kidson type is characterized by westerly flow over New Zealand via
a strong pressure gradient. Such a situation at midnight would impede the incidence
of frost for several reasons. Firstly, the W Kidson type is characterized by westerlies
induced by a strong pressure gradient with an anticyclone to the north. This situation
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likely induced westerlies with origins from the northern Tasman Sea and subtropics,
which brings in warm and moist air to the South Central South Island. In a previ-
ous study, Renwick (2011), found that the W Kidson type on average created a positive
anomaly with regards to minimum temperature both in the winter (June, July, August),
and summer (December, January, February) in the southern part of the South Island.
Unfortunately, his study did not cover the shoulder season, but it may be reasonable
to assume some continuity of the findings into the spring. A PNKT of TNW would
set up antecedent conditions conducive to a non-frost by being characterized by low
pressure (thereby increasing chances of cloudiness), a moderate pressure gradient (in-
creased windiness), and being moisture laden (inhibiting loss of longwave radiation
and higher heat retention). Finally, having a PNKT of HE would inhibit the incidence
of frost by means of the following mechanisms: warm/moist air advection from the
northern Tasman Sea, a moderate pressure gradient, and the fact that an HE type is
generally indicative of a high pressure system leaving the sphere of influence over
New Zealand and being followed by a W or TNW Kidson type (Kidson, 2000).
5.3 Meteorological Controls on the Incidence of Frosts:
“The Noise”
Given the inherent nature of statistical models and them being heuristic tools to un-
derstand or appreciate phenomenon and can be used as a decision making tool, they
should not be confused with complete truth. As the only way to truly evaluate models
is within relative terms, their predictive value is and should always be open to question
(Oreskes et al., 1994) - this model is no exception. Given that the output of the logis-
tic regression yields a useful heuristic tool to appreciate the challenging problem of
frost incidence in complex terrain, this section serves to explore what separates a frost
event from a non-frost event within the highlighted Kidson types. In particular, this
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section explores the atmospheric circulation variables (MSLP, MSLP anomalies, wind
speed and direction) and atmospheric water vapour/relative humidity as the primary
controls on the incidence of frosts.
5.3.1 Atmospheric Circulation and Frost Incidence
Several common features presented themselves when considering synoptic and local
scale atmospheric circulation and the incidence of frost in Cromwell. With regards
to frost incidence in relation to non-frosts, the features that were consistently present
were: higher pressures (both at the core of the anticyclone, and immediately above
Cromwell) with weak pressure gradients, a more intense low pressure system towards
the east/northeast of New Zealand, more positive air pressure anomalies in the South-
ern Ocean/negative towards the east of New Zealand, more southerly winds incident
on the coast of the South Island, and wind speeds being characterized by being lower
in the interior of the South Island.
Higher pressures with a weak pressure gradient with regards to both the core of the
anticyclone and immediately above Cromwell may serve to induce frosts for many
reasons. The link between anticyclones characterized by weak pressure gradients
and a decrease in cloud cover and associated increase in radiative loss at the local
scale (Macara, 2015), thus leading to increased katabatic wind-flow/associated cold air
ponding given Cromwell’s valley landscape has already been acknowledged (Fitzhar-
ris, 1980). These cascading processes lead to the development of a surface based inver-
sion (SBI) (Fitzharris et al., 1983; Sturman and Tapper, 2006; Malingowski et al., 2014).
Surface based inversions elsewhere in the world have been acknowledged to intensify
with increased rates of katabatic drainage (Kassomenos et al., 1997), and with anti-
cyclones characterized by higher pressures (Kassomenos et al., 2014). Furthermore,
Zhang et al. (2012) found that anticyclones characterized by more intense high pres-
sure were associated with decreased surface air temperatures. Thus, since the above
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phenomena were not directly measured in this study, it is postulated that the more
intense anticyclonic activity associated with frost events induced a cascade of surface
processes that lead to the incidence of frost. This cascade is thought be be operat-
ing as follows: more intense anticyclonic activity over Cromwell leads to a lack of
cloud coverage, thus facilitating the loss of longwave radiation both within the valley
of Cromwell Basin, and the surrounding mountains. Due to the thermal amplification
factor whereby the valley tops and walls lose longwave radiation at a more readily rate
(McKee and O’Neal, 1989), the induction of katabatic drainage commences. Given the
synoptic situation allowing this process to continue (even slight cloud coverage has
been acknowledged to inhibit the loss of longwave radiation at the sources of cold air
in Cromwell (Fitzharris, 1980)), a surface based inversion occurs whereby the air tem-
perature drops below 1.4°C and it is assumed that the buds of grapevines are further
below that due to it being a small radiating body, thus inducing frost. Prime examples
within this study where the incidence of frost is more associated with more intense an-
ticyclonic activity relative to non-frosts are a stagnant anticyclone to the west (HW ->
HW) in November, a persistent ridge (R -> R) during September and October, an over-
passing anticyclone (HW -> HSE) during September and November, and an incoming
anticyclone (SW -> HW) during October and November.
In some cases, a more intense depression (towards the east/northeast of New Zealand)
can be observed during frost events relative to non-frosts. Ashcroft et al. (2009) have
acknowledged that a general mechanism behind the incidence of cold air outbreaks in
Australia from polar regions is a surface cyclone-anticyclone couplet, referred to as a
dipole. The depression in a dipole serves to draw in air from the southern flanks of
an anticyclone (situated to the west of the depression), and should this anticyclone be
situated in the high latitudes, the result is strong anomalous equatorward winds from
the poles. Instances where there is a more intense depression to the east/northeast
of an anticyclone (which is situated above New Zealand) occurred in this study are a
stagnant anticyclone to the west (HW -> HW) in September and November, a persistent
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ridge (R -> R) during September and October, an overpassing anticyclone (HW -> HSE)
during September and November, and an incoming anticyclone (SW -> HW) during
October.
In both Australia and New Zealand, outbreaks of cold air leading to frost inducing
conditions have also been attributed to pressure anomalies (Carleton and Song, 1997;
Mitchell et al., 2018). In New Zealand, the pattern of pressure anomalies that is as-
sociated with a cold air outbreak is a positive pressure anomaly to the west/over
New Zealand and over the Southern Ocean, with a negative anomaly to the east (Car-
leton and Song, 1997). These frost inducing features are clearly reflected in the MSLP
anomaly plots that characterize frost events. Prime examples within this study come
from a stagnant anticyclone to the west (HW -> HW) in September and October, a per-
sistent ridge (R -> R) during October, an overpassing anticyclone (HW -> HSE) during
September and November, and an incoming anticyclone (SW -> HW) during October
and November. Furthermore, given the nature of this study being based on synoptic
classifications, there is bound to be some element of similarity with regards to pres-
sure patterns which are reflected in the anomalies. As such, some of the non-frosts
are characterized by a similar set of patterns; however, the frost events are consistently
characterized by more extreme pressure anomalies (both positive and negative), thus
expanding on the results of Carleton and Song.
With regards to synoptic scale winds, there are two factors to consider when comparing
frosts and non-frosts. Firstly, the synoptic scale winds have shown to be qualitatively
different during frost events with respect to their orientation. During frost events, the
winds are consistently characterized as being more meridional (more southerly) than
non-frost events. As discussed before, the southerly winds serve to bring cold air from
higher latitude regions, and has been acknowledged to be a dominant factor in the inci-
dence of frost (Sturman and Quénol, 2013). Further, non-frosts are often characterized
by synoptic scale northwesterly winds incident on the coast. Given the origin of this
wind, warm air advection is likely and thus inhibits frost formation. The timing of this
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northwesterly generally occurs in the morning, and the best examples of this occurring
are the a stagnant anticyclone to the west (HW -> HW) in November, a persistent ridge
(R -> R) during October, an overpassing anticyclone (HW -> HSE) during September
and November, and an incoming anticyclone (SW -> HW) during November. Sec-
ondly, the synoptic scale winds are consistently characterized by a lower windspeed
in the interior of South Island, which is in part due to the weak pressure gradients
that characterize anticyclones. Given that winds over the interior of the South Island
are consistently slower during frosts than non frosts, the onset of katabatic drainage
is likely to commence, and thus a surface based inversion and frost are more likely
facilitated (Macara, 2015).
With regards to the moisture variables explored in this study, frost events are consis-
tently characterized by lower TCW anomalies, and relative humidity values immedi-
ately above Cromwell when compared to non-frosts. As mentioned before, the absence
of moisture facilitates the loss of longwave radiation by means of removal of the pre-
dominant mechanism by which thermal longwave radiation is emitted back to earth
(clouds), thus resulting in a surface based inversion (Malingowski et al., 2014), and
likely a frost. Given the intensity of pressures highlighted above and the lack of mois-
ture, it is inferred that the frost events are in part a result of this lack of moisture that is
postulated to both induce a strong surface based inversion, and remove the emittance
of longwave radiation back to the surface of the Earth, and thus rendering a frost.
Interestingly, there is dramatic inter-Kidson transition variability with respect to the
moisture variables, suggesting that moisture may play a more integral role to the for-
mation of frosts in some synoptic transitions relative to others. For instance, the per-
sistent ridge (R -> R) expressed the largest mean difference with respect to TCW (-6.89
kg/m2), whereas the lowest mean difference was during the incoming anticyclone (SW
-> HW: -2.33 kg/m2). This may suggest that the moisture variables play an elevated
role with respect to the incidence of frost in the persistent ridge (R -> R) transition,
whilst the other variables (pressure, pressure anomalies, windspeed and direction)
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play elevated roles for the incidence of frost in the incoming anticyclone (SW -> HW)
transition. Similarly speaking with regards to relative humidity, the largest mean dif-
ference occurs during the overpassing anticyclone (HW -> HSE: -10.5%) and the low-
est mean difference occurs during the incoming anticyclone (SW -> HW: -0.83%). This
further corroborates the statement that frost incidence under the incoming anticyclone
(SW -> HW) may be more focally controlled by variables concerning atmospheric cir-
culation.
5.4 Large Scale Considerations for the Incidence of Frost
in Cromwell
The relationship between Kidson types and the incidence of frost has been established
in this study, yet is based on historical weather records and frequencies of Kidson
types. However, the frequency of both Kidson types and regimes has been acknowl-
edged to be contingent on the state of both large scale climate oscillations operating at a
variety of scales, and a dynamic and changing global climate system; both of these have
been acknowledged to be changing (Kidson and Renwick, 2002; Renwick, 2011; Stur-
man and Quénol, 2013; Ministry for the Environment, 2016). On a baseline level, there
has been a decline in frequency of the trough regime, and thus systems that enhance
cloud development, whilst systems that enhance the occurrence of clear skies have
increased (Sturman and Quénol, 2013); in particular, the occurrence of anticyclones
as manifested by the Kidson types H, HNW, HE, HW, and R have increased. These
findings are further corroborated by Jiang et al. (2013), who found that despite the dif-
ferent types of classifications used and absence of categorization into broad groups,
that there is a decline in frequency of the LN (low to the north) and L (low centered
over New Zealand) synoptic types, and an increase in frequency of anticyclonic types.
With regards to frost incidence, this is of particular import given the increase in the
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HW and R Kidson types, which as discussed before are two of the key Kidson types
in the development of frosts. Despite the acknowledgement that there is a change in
frequency of varying Kidson types, the linear regressions used to discern these find-
ings do not explain why they are changing. The rest of this section is concerned with
the climatic mechanisms by which this frequency is shifting, and the implications for
frost incidence. From largest to smallest scale modalities, these are: El Nino and the
Southern Oscillation (ENSO), the Southern Annular Mode (SAM), and the M1 index.
This section concerns itself with Kidson types and regimes in relation to these larger
than synoptic climate modes, and how this has implications for frosts in the complex
terrain of Cromwell.
The El Niño and Southern Oscillation (ENSO - communicated with an index known as
the SOI) has been acknowledged to have an effect on the frequency of frost events and
low temperature extremes in Central Otago (Brown, 2006). Although it is recognized
that the Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation modulates the SOI, it is of a longer time scale
and that for shorter time scales, the investigation of ENSO and SAM are more appro-
priate with context to this study (Jiang et al., 2013). Under a negative SOI (El Niño
event), there is an increase in frequency in southwesterly flow (Gordon, 1985). With
regards to frost events as a function of the SOI, there is evidence to suggest that frost
events become more frequent during a negative SOI (El Niño) because of the anoma-
lous southwesterly winds, which are less frequent during La Niña events due to the
anomalous northeasterlies (Brown, 2006). Similarly, the annual frost free period has
been acknowledged to vary with regards to SOI. La Niña events increase the length of
the frost free period, while the El Niño events decrease the frost free period; further,
El Niño events have the strongest effect on increasing the number of Central Otago ice
days throughout the year (Brown, 2006).
However, the above findings somewhat confound the findings of Renwick (2011) and
Sturman and Quénol (2013), who found that during El Niño, there is an increase in
the frequency of zonal regime (H, HNW, W), which has been found to be the Kidson
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regime (at noon) to be the least likely to render a frost. Furthermore, Sturman and
Quénol (2013) found that the Kidson types under the blocking regime have a tendency
to increase during La Niña events. Given that the blocking regime is comprised of the
HSE, HE, NE, HW, and R Kidson types, and that the HSE, HW, and R Kidson types
have been acknowledged to be of particular interest due to their higher probability of
rendering a frost, one may expect that a La Niña is associated with more frost. How-
ever, it may simply be that the Kidson regimes, with respect to the incidence of frost
in this particular location, are made up of Kidson types that are characterized by dif-
ferent wind and pressure fields that in some cases may or may not set up appropriate
antecedent conditions for a frost. For instance, although the blocking regime has the
three aformentioned Kidson types of particular interest, it also contains the HE and NE
types, both of which are characterized by northerly quarter winds and thus warmer
conditions associated with a non-frost. Given the confounding Kidson types within
regimes with respect to the incidence of frost, it may not be appropriate to utilize the
traditional Kidson regimes as effective predictors of frost at a short term and long term
basis.
With regards to the Southern Annular Mode (SAM), it has been acknowledged that
this index has been shifting to a more positive phase, which reflects and manifests as
more anticyclones over the New Zealand region (Renwick, 2011); in particular, there is
an increase in the Kidson types within the blocking regime, which are more associated
with frost incidence in Cromwell due to anticyclonic activity. The shifting of the SAM
to a more positive phase and Kidson types in the blocking regime increasing in fre-
quency is reflected in the M1, which serves as a metric of the southerly flow over New
Zealand. The cascade of a positive SAM, leading to an increase in blocking synoptic
types, reflects as an increase in southerly flow in New Zealand. Thus, the M1 has also
been acknowledged to be increasing, which in turn has had a marked cooling effect
on New Zealand air temperatures relative to the global mean increase in temperature
(Dean and Stott, 2009). Thus, these two modes hold implications for the incidence of
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frost in Cromwell, and likely elsewhere in New Zealand.
In conclusion, with respect to the frequency of frost incidence in Cromwell in regards
to climate modes and oscillations operating at a variety of scales, the discussion above
clearly presents numerous confounding variables, thus making a definitive assessment
rather difficult. The confoundedness is acknowledged in other works, with Jiang et al.
(2013, page 515) saying that the influence of the “SOI, SAM and IPO on individual
synoptic types is selective and can counter-effect on another...the observed changes in
the frequency of synoptic weather types usually results from the effects of more than
one influential factor”. Despite the confoundedness, there has been significant work
done to say that despite a globally changing climate, the frequency of anticyclones that
have an effect on New Zealand have been (Sturman and Quénol, 2013) and will likely
continue to increase (Gibson et al., 2016). Although an increase in global temperature
is acknowledged, the regional response may not be a simple linear relationship; given
that anticyclones, and thus conditions that are more likely to facilitate frosts are in-
creasing, the presented research may have increasing importance in the years to come.
Therefore, it is suggested that given the immediacy of action needed with regards to
forecasting and preventing a frost, processes operating on a shorter time scale such as
Kidson types and SAM (with particular attention to meridional flow as expressed by
M1) should be considered more important, yet a seasonal outlook through investiga-
tion of large scale modes such as ENSO, and by extension the state of IPO, may be of
use to give an indication of what a Spring season could potentially hold.
5.5 Areas of further work
The objective of this study has been to firstly link synoptic circulation patterns to the
incidence of frost in Cromwell, and secondly to investigate the meteorological vari-
ables that separate a frost from a non-frost in selected Kidson type transitions through
the use of models. As mentioned above, models are heuristic tools and can be used to
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appreciate the inter-workings of a relationship or process, but are not “truth” - given
that both objectives of this study were achieved through the utilization of models, this
sentiment should be kept in mind. Despite this, the utilization of a logistic regression
model as a predictor for the incidence of frost has proved to be effective. However, as
this model has incorporated historical data solely from Cromwell, it is very site spe-
cific to this location. Given the non-linear regional response to Kidson types (Kidson,
2000), it would therefore lack validity in other locations. Further work could be done
to expand the utility of this model to other areas, yet that is contingent on a robust
historical weather record. Furthermore, the logistic regression utilized an air tempera-
ture of 1.4°C as the threshold for frost. An air temperature of 1.4°C however does not
necessarily always equate to a frost event happening, as the ambient air temperature
and the surface temperature of the vine may not have a linear relationship, given the
factors that lead to radiative loss. Model accuracy and validity would likely increase if
a more frost sensitive instrument were to be used, rather than an air temperature ther-
mometer. For instance, Apogee instruments creates a leaf and bud temperature sensor
that mimics leaves and fruit buds, and measures the temperature via the means of two
thermistors (one to replicate a bud, another to replicate a leaf). It measures temperature
as a function of radiative loss that emulates the crops of which this research seeks to
protect. It is thus recommended that future studies regarding frosts use an instrument
that is more suited to accurately identify a frost.
The second objective of this study was to identify meteorological variables that sep-
arate a frost from a non-frost in Cromwell under four selected Kidson transitions.
Firstly, the selection of these Kidson type transitions was by no means exhaustive,
as this study seeked to explore a variety of transitions characterized by anticyclonic
activity, and further work could be done to investigate the meteorological controls on
frost incidence with respect to other Kidson transitions. The utilization of numerical
weather prediction models (such as TAPM or WRF) could be of utility in this instance
as a way to investigate the local response to varying Kidson transitions, and how they
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have behaved differently on a case by case basis. Further investigation of this could
be facilitated by the use of thermographic imaging, as demonstrated by Katurji and
Zawar-Reza (2016), but applied in Cromwell. Secondly, the investigation of meteo-
rological parameters suggested that MSLP anomalies, wind speed and direction, and
both absolute and relative measures of atmospheric water content were of importance
when separating a frost from a non-frost. Given these variables are available as a re-
analysis dataset, it could be possible to surmise a synoptic classification scheme based
on these variables to further incorporate into a logistic regression to further increase
accuracy. Thus, further work could be done to create these and implement them into
practice. Furthermore, more variables could be investigated such as upper level con-
vergence and divergence, sea surface temperature anomalies (particularly to the south
of New Zealand). Finally, further work could be done to quantify the relationships be-
tween the meteorological variables and the mechanisms postulated to induce a frost.
An example of such work would to possibly associated mean sea level pressure, ridge-




This chapter provides a synthesis of the main findings of this research. The two ob-
jectives of this study were to firstly identify a statistically significant synoptic “signal”
that leads to springtime frost incidence in Cromwell via the utilization of synoptic
types, and secondly to investigate the meteorological parameters that separate a frost
event from a non-frost event in Cromwell. The first objective was achieved through the
means of a logistic regression that attributed the occurrence of frost to the transition of
Kidson types from the noon to midnight preceding by month (September, October, and
November). The second objective was achieved through the means of the ERA-Interim
reanalysis dataset and explored the meteorological parameters of MSLP, MLSP anoma-
lies, wind speed and direction, total column water anomalies, and relative humidity.
Main findings and implications
• The utilization of a logistic regression that attributed the incidence of frost in
Cromwell to the transition of Kidson types by month was shown to have excellent
predictive capacity (AUC = 80.4%). The top ten most probable Kidson transitions
were characterized by southwesterly winds (HW, SW, TSW Kidson types). The
reason why is that these certain Kidson types are thought to effectively set up
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antecedent conditions to frost by means of day time cold air advection. Following
this, the most probable midnight Kidson types to render a frost are characterized
by anticyclonic activity (HW, HSE, R, NE), which is further corroborated by a
second logistic regression that highlighted that the blocking regime of Kidson
types was most likely to render a frost; the blocking regime comprises Kidson
types that are anticyclones. The most likely synoptic transition to render a frost
in Cromwell is an HW -> HSE.
• On the contrary, the ten least likely Kidson transitions to render a frost are
those that are characterized by either noontime westerlies (H, W) or noontime
northerly quarter winds (TNW, HE). Opposite to the above, the reason why is
that these certain Kidson types are though to effectively set up antecedent con-
ditions to frost by means of day time warm advection. Following this, the most
probable midnight Kidson types to render a non-frost are characterized by being
part of the trough (T, TSW, TNW) or zonal regime (W). This again is corroborated
by the second logistic regression that identified the trough regime, followed by
the zonal regime to be the least likely to render a frost.
• Based on the frequency of them occurring and the the probability of them ren-
dering a frost, four Kidson types were highlighted that warranted investigation.
The synoptic transitions that were investigated were a stagnant anticyclone to
the west of New Zealand (HW -> HW), a persistent ridge (R -> R), an overpass-
ing anticyclone (HW -> HSE), and an incoming anticyclone (SW -> HW). Frost
events were consistently characterized by higher MSLP values over Cromwell
(and by extension MSLP anomalies), more direct southerly winds incident on the
southern coast of NZ, yet stagnant within the central South Island. The reasons
as to why this would cause a frost is the propensity for katabatic winds to de-
velop under high pressure and thus facilitate to pooling of cold air in the valley
flats of Cromwell. Further, with regards to the absolute and relative measures of
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moisture variables, frost events were consistently characterized by more extreme
negative total column water anomalies and lower relative humidity values when
compared to non-frost events. The reason as to why this would induce a frost
is because the absence of moisture effectively removes the absorption and thus
emittance of longwave radiation back to the surface of the Earth, permitting the
longwave radiation to escape into space. This further facilitates the incidence of
katabatic drainage via the thermal amplification factor given Cromwell’s moun-
tainous surroundings, and drainage pathways nearby (Clyde Gorge).
• Differences exists with respect to the above meteorological parameters amongst
Kidson transitions (with reference to above Cromwell). The highest mean dif-
ference between frost and non-frosts with regards to MSLP/MSLP anomalies oc-
curs in the overpassing anticyclone transition (HW -> HSE: 10mb higher during
frosts); this is also true for relative humidity, where the HW -> HSE transition
frost events were on average characterized by relative humidity values 10.5% less
than that of non-frosts. The persistent ridge transition type (R -> R) expressed the
lowest mean difference with regards to MSLP/MSLP anomalies (3.9mb higher
during frosts than non-frosts), yet expressed the largest mean difference with re-
spect to TCW (-6.89 kg/m2); the lowest mean difference with regards to TCW
was during the incoming anticyclone (SW -> HW: -2.33 kg/m2).
The findings of this research have implications for the forecasting of frosts in Cromwell
and in a more broad context, to other frost prone agricultural sectors within New
Zealand; although this specific logistic regression is applicable to Cromwell only, the
finding that the varying classifications of a transition of synoptic patterns can be sta-
tistically linked to the incidence on frost suggests it can be used elsewhere in New
Zealand, providing a historical weather record is available. Furthermore, the statisti-
cal link between the incidence of frost and synoptic types in this study was achieved
in complex terrain, suggesting that it successfully captured the local response (partic-
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ularly katabatic drainage winds) to synoptic processes with regards the incidence of
frost. As much of the New Zealand wine growing regions are characterized by being
in complex terrain, the success of this model in Cromwell suggests it is possible to
establish linkages in the other wine growing regions in New Zealand. Furthermore,
given that synoptic classifications can be created for any region on the planet via re-
analysis, this method could hold implications for wine growing regions elsewhere in
the world, or other agriculturla sectors where the incidence of frosts holds practical,
operational, and economic implications.
With regards to reanalysis, the utilization of the ERA-Interim proved to be effective in
this study, as it was able to discern the meteorological parameters that are influential
on the incidence of frost. For example, the propensity for frost events to consistently
be characterized by ERA-Interim to be subject to higher MSLP/MSLP anomaly values,
more southerly winds, and lower values of relative humidity and total column wa-
ter anomalies makes sense given the guiding physical principles that have previously
been acknowledged to facilitate frosts. In closing, the findings of this thesis make a
significant contribution towards developing an understanding that leads to spring-
time frost incidence in Cromwell, and provides a means to differentiate the controlling
factors on such an event.
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Generalized Linear Model Output
This appendix serves to supplement the results of Part I in Chapter 4. Presented below
is the full model output of the logistic regression employed from Section 3.3.2, which
served to provide the basis of Part I of Chapter 4.
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A.1 September
Table A.1 Model summary from the logistic regression utilizing seasonal stage and Kid-
son types as predictors for September. The order is presented in the Kidson types most
likely to render a frost to least likely.
PNKT MKT Transition Count p (frost) Standard Error Lower Confidence Level Upper Confidence Level
HW HSE 11 0.75 0.04 0.66 0.83
HW HW 21 0.74 0.04 0.65 0.81
HW H 10 0.71 0.05 0.61 0.79
HW R 6 0.70 0.06 0.57 0.80
SW HSE 0 0.70 0.05 0.60 0.78
TSW HSE 0 0.69 0.06 0.56 0.79
SW HW 6 0.68 0.05 0.58 0.77
TSW HW 6 0.67 0.06 0.54 0.78
HW SW 2 0.67 0.05 0.56 0.76
HW NE 1 0.66 0.07 0.52 0.77
R HSE 3 0.65 0.06 0.52 0.77
SW H 2 0.65 0.04 0.55 0.73
R HW 1 0.64 0.07 0.49 0.76
SW R 2 0.64 0.06 0.51 0.75
TSW H 0 0.63 0.06 0.51 0.74
T HSE 0 0.63 0.06 0.52 0.73
TSW R 7 0.62 0.07 0.49 0.74
T HW 0 0.62 0.06 0.50 0.72
HW HNW 1 0.61 0.06 0.50 0.72
SW SW 138 0.60 0.03 0.55 0.65
HW HE 0 0.60 0.06 0.48 0.72
R H 1 0.60 0.07 0.46 0.72
SW NE 2 0.59 0.06 0.47 0.71
TSW SW 5 0.59 0.06 0.48 0.69
R R 45 0.59 0.05 0.49 0.68
TSW NE 7 0.58 0.07 0.45 0.70
T H 0 0.58 0.05 0.47 0.67
NE HSE 1 0.57 0.07 0.43 0.69
T R 3 0.57 0.07 0.44 0.69
HW TNW 0 0.57 0.07 0.43 0.69
HNW HSE 1 0.56 0.05 0.46 0.67
R SW 2 0.55 0.07 0.42 0.68
NE HW 0 0.55 0.07 0.41 0.69
HNW HW 8 0.55 0.06 0.43 0.66
HSE HSE 141 0.55 0.03 0.49 0.60
SW HNW 44 0.54 0.04 0.46 0.62
R NE 4 0.54 0.07 0.40 0.68
SW HE 3 0.54 0.06 0.42 0.64
T SW 63 0.53 0.04 0.46 0.60
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Model summary from the logistic regression utilizing seasonal stage and Kidson
types as predictors for September. The order is presented in the Kidson types most
likely to render a frost to least likely.
PNKT MKT Transition Count p (frost) Standard Error Lower Confidence Level Upper Confidence Level
TSW HNW 0 0.53 0.06 0.41 0.65
HSE HW 6 0.53 0.06 0.41 0.65
HW TSW 2 0.53 0.07 0.39 0.66
TSW HE 1 0.52 0.07 0.39 0.65
T NE 1 0.52 0.06 0.39 0.64
HW T 0 0.51 0.06 0.39 0.63
NE H 0 0.51 0.07 0.38 0.64
H HSE 26 0.51 0.05 0.42 0.60
HNW H 45 0.51 0.04 0.43 0.59
NE R 7 0.50 0.07 0.36 0.64
HNW R 0 0.50 0.07 0.36 0.63
SW TNW 0 0.50 0.06 0.39 0.61
R HNW 1 0.49 0.07 0.36 0.63
H HW 3 0.49 0.06 0.38 0.60
HSE H 13 0.49 0.05 0.40 0.58
R HE 3 0.48 0.07 0.35 0.62
TSW TNW 4 0.48 0.06 0.36 0.60
HSE R 5 0.48 0.07 0.35 0.61
T HNW 0 0.47 0.05 0.37 0.57
NE SW 0 0.46 0.07 0.34 0.59
T HE 0 0.46 0.06 0.35 0.58
HNW SW 6 0.46 0.05 0.37 0.55
SW TSW 1 0.46 0.06 0.35 0.58
NE NE 63 0.45 0.04 0.37 0.54
HNW NE 0 0.45 0.07 0.32 0.58
H H 253 0.45 0.02 0.40 0.50
TSW TSW 59 0.45 0.04 0.36 0.53
R TNW 8 0.45 0.07 0.32 0.58
HSE SW 0 0.44 0.06 0.34 0.55
SW T 15 0.44 0.04 0.36 0.52
H R 1 0.44 0.07 0.32 0.57
HSE NE 9 0.43 0.06 0.31 0.56
TSW T 10 0.43 0.06 0.32 0.54
T TNW 15 0.42 0.05 0.32 0.53
R TSW 4 0.41 0.07 0.28 0.55
HW W 0 0.41 0.07 0.29 0.54
H SW 2 0.40 0.05 0.31 0.50
NE HNW 0 0.40 0.07 0.28 0.54
W HSE 0 0.40 0.06 0.29 0.53
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Model summary from the logistic regression utilizing seasonal stage and Kidson
types as predictors for September. The order is presented in the Kidson types most
likely to render a frost to least likely.
PNKT MKT Transition Count p (frost) Standard Error Lower Confidence Level Upper Confidence Level
HNW HNW 100 0.40 0.03 0.34 0.47
NE HE 5 0.40 0.06 0.28 0.53
TNW HSE 0 0.39 0.07 0.27 0.53
H NE 3 0.39 0.06 0.28 0.52
HNW HE 4 0.39 0.05 0.29 0.50
R T 1 0.39 0.07 0.27 0.53
T TSW 16 0.39 0.05 0.29 0.50
W HW 0 0.39 0.07 0.27 0.52
HSE HNW 0 0.38 0.05 0.28 0.49
TNW HW 0 0.38 0.07 0.26 0.52
HSE HE 27 0.38 0.05 0.29 0.47
T T 215 0.37 0.02 0.32 0.42
NE TNW 22 0.36 0.06 0.26 0.48
HNW TNW 0 0.36 0.06 0.25 0.48
H HNW 14 0.35 0.04 0.27 0.43
W H 6 0.35 0.05 0.25 0.45
SW W 16 0.34 0.05 0.25 0.44
HE HSE 7 0.34 0.05 0.25 0.45
H HE 35 0.34 0.04 0.26 0.43
HSE TNW 1 0.34 0.06 0.24 0.46
TNW H 0 0.34 0.06 0.23 0.46
W R 0 0.34 0.07 0.22 0.48
TNW R 1 0.33 0.07 0.22 0.47
TSW W 0 0.33 0.06 0.22 0.46
NE TSW 8 0.33 0.06 0.22 0.45
HE HW 0 0.33 0.06 0.22 0.45
HNW TSW 0 0.32 0.06 0.22 0.45
NE T 0 0.31 0.06 0.21 0.43
W SW 19 0.31 0.04 0.23 0.40
HSE TSW 0 0.31 0.06 0.21 0.43
HNW T 0 0.31 0.05 0.22 0.40
H TNW 0 0.31 0.05 0.21 0.42
TNW SW 0 0.30 0.05 0.21 0.41
R W 0 0.30 0.07 0.19 0.44
W NE 1 0.30 0.06 0.19 0.43
HSE T 0 0.29 0.05 0.20 0.40
TNW NE 5 0.29 0.06 0.19 0.41
HE H 12 0.29 0.05 0.21 0.38
HE R 1 0.28 0.06 0.18 0.41
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Model summary from the logistic regression utilizing seasonal stage and Kidson
types as predictors for September. The order is presented in the Kidson types most
likely to render a frost to least likely.
PNKT MKT Transition Count p (frost) Standard Error Lower Confidence Level Upper Confidence Level
T W 6 0.28 0.05 0.20 0.38
H TSW 0 0.28 0.05 0.19 0.39
H T 0 0.26 0.04 0.19 0.35
W HNW 19 0.26 0.04 0.18 0.35
HE SW 1 0.25 0.05 0.17 0.35
TNW HNW 0 0.25 0.05 0.17 0.36
W HE 2 0.25 0.05 0.17 0.36
HE NE 4 0.25 0.05 0.16 0.36
TNW HE 2 0.24 0.05 0.16 0.36
NE W 0 0.23 0.05 0.14 0.35
HNW W 23 0.23 0.04 0.16 0.31
W TNW 5 0.22 0.05 0.15 0.33
TNW TNW 94 0.22 0.03 0.16 0.28
HSE W 0 0.21 0.04 0.14 0.31
HE HNW 0 0.21 0.04 0.14 0.30
HE HE 131 0.20 0.03 0.16 0.26
W TSW 0 0.20 0.04 0.12 0.30
TNW TSW 13 0.19 0.04 0.12 0.29
H W 20 0.19 0.03 0.13 0.26
W T 25 0.19 0.03 0.13 0.26
TNW T 41 0.18 0.03 0.13 0.26
HE TNW 26 0.18 0.04 0.12 0.27
HE TSW 0 0.16 0.04 0.10 0.25
HE T 0 0.15 0.03 0.10 0.22
W W 107 0.13 0.02 0.09 0.18
TNW W 3 0.13 0.03 0.08 0.20
HE W 25 0.10 0.02 0.06 0.16
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A.2 October
Table A.2 Model summary from the logistic regression utilizing seasonal stage and Kid-
son types as predictors for October. The order is presented in the Kidson types most likely
to render a frost to least likely.
PNKT MKT Transition Count p (frost) Standard Error Lower Confidence Level Upper Confidence Level
HW HSE 12 0.40 0.05 0.30 0.51
HW HW 29 0.39 0.05 0.30 0.49
HW H 13 0.35 0.05 0.26 0.45
HW R 2 0.34 0.06 0.23 0.47
SW HSE 0 0.34 0.05 0.25 0.44
TSW HSE 0 0.33 0.06 0.22 0.45
SW HW 15 0.32 0.05 0.23 0.43
TSW HW 3 0.31 0.06 0.21 0.44
HW SW 2 0.31 0.05 0.22 0.42
HW NE 3 0.30 0.06 0.19 0.43
R HSE 0 0.29 0.06 0.19 0.42
SW H 1 0.29 0.04 0.22 0.37
R HW 2 0.28 0.06 0.18 0.42
SW R 3 0.28 0.05 0.19 0.40
TSW H 0 0.28 0.05 0.19 0.39
T HSE 0 0.27 0.05 0.19 0.38
TSW R 4 0.27 0.06 0.17 0.39
T HW 0 0.26 0.05 0.18 0.37
HW HNW 6 0.26 0.05 0.18 0.36
SW SW 190 0.25 0.02 0.21 0.29
HW HE 0 0.25 0.05 0.17 0.36
R H 1 0.25 0.05 0.16 0.36
SW NE 0 0.24 0.05 0.16 0.35
TSW SW 9 0.24 0.04 0.17 0.33
R R 22 0.24 0.04 0.17 0.33
TSW NE 6 0.23 0.05 0.15 0.34
T H 0 0.23 0.04 0.16 0.31
NE HSE 2 0.22 0.05 0.14 0.33
T R 0 0.22 0.05 0.14 0.33
HW TNW 0 0.22 0.05 0.14 0.33
HNW HSE 1 0.22 0.04 0.16 0.31
R SW 1 0.22 0.05 0.14 0.32
NE HW 0 0.21 0.05 0.13 0.33
HNW HW 7 0.21 0.04 0.14 0.30
HSE HSE 104 0.21 0.02 0.17 0.26
SW HNW 53 0.21 0.03 0.16 0.27
R NE 2 0.21 0.05 0.13 0.32
SW HE 1 0.20 0.04 0.14 0.29
T SW 62 0.20 0.02 0.16 0.25
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Model summary from the logistic regression utilizing seasonal stage and Kidson
types as predictors for October. The order is presented in the Kidson types most likely
to render a frost to least likely.
PNKT MKT Transition Count p (frost) Standard Error Lower Confidence Level Upper Confidence Level
TSW HNW 0 0.20 0.04 0.13 0.29
HSE HW 3 0.20 0.04 0.13 0.29
HW TSW 2 0.20 0.05 0.12 0.30
TSW HE 1 0.19 0.04 0.12 0.29
T NE 2 0.19 0.04 0.12 0.29
HW T 0 0.19 0.04 0.12 0.28
NE H 0 0.19 0.04 0.12 0.28
H HSE 34 0.19 0.03 0.14 0.25
HNW H 59 0.18 0.03 0.14 0.24
NE R 5 0.18 0.04 0.11 0.28
HNW R 0 0.18 0.04 0.11 0.28
SW TNW 0 0.18 0.03 0.12 0.26
R HNW 1 0.18 0.04 0.11 0.28
H HW 5 0.18 0.03 0.12 0.25
HSE H 13 0.17 0.03 0.12 0.24
R HE 3 0.17 0.04 0.10 0.27
TSW TNW 5 0.17 0.04 0.11 0.25
HSE R 8 0.17 0.04 0.11 0.26
T HNW 2 0.16 0.03 0.12 0.23
NE SW 0 0.16 0.04 0.10 0.24
T HE 2 0.16 0.03 0.11 0.23
HNW SW 10 0.16 0.03 0.11 0.22
SW TSW 4 0.16 0.03 0.11 0.23
NE NE 50 0.15 0.02 0.11 0.21
HNW NE 0 0.15 0.04 0.09 0.24
H H 241 0.15 0.01 0.13 0.18
TSW TSW 64 0.15 0.02 0.11 0.20
R TNW 5 0.15 0.04 0.09 0.24
HSE SW 0 0.15 0.03 0.10 0.22
SW T 27 0.15 0.02 0.11 0.20
H R 0 0.15 0.03 0.09 0.23
HSE NE 5 0.14 0.03 0.09 0.22
TSW T 9 0.14 0.03 0.09 0.21
T TNW 13 0.14 0.03 0.09 0.20
R TSW 5 0.13 0.03 0.08 0.22
HW W 0 0.13 0.03 0.08 0.21
H SW 0 0.13 0.02 0.09 0.18
NE HNW 0 0.13 0.03 0.08 0.21
W HSE 0 0.13 0.03 0.08 0.20
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Model summary from the logistic regression utilizing seasonal stage and Kidson
types as predictors for October. The order is presented in the Kidson types most likely
to render a frost to least likely.
PNKT MKT Transition Count p (frost) Standard Error Lower Confidence Level Upper Confidence Level
HNW HNW 93 0.13 0.02 0.10 0.17
NE HE 5 0.13 0.03 0.08 0.20
TNW HSE 0 0.13 0.03 0.08 0.20
H NE 1 0.13 0.03 0.08 0.19
HNW HE 1 0.13 0.03 0.08 0.18
R T 0 0.12 0.03 0.08 0.20
T TSW 20 0.12 0.02 0.08 0.18
W HW 0 0.12 0.03 0.07 0.19
HSE HNW 0 0.12 0.02 0.08 0.18
TNW HW 2 0.12 0.03 0.07 0.19
HSE HE 19 0.12 0.02 0.08 0.17
T T 230 0.11 0.01 0.09 0.14
NE TNW 16 0.11 0.02 0.07 0.17
HNW TNW 0 0.11 0.02 0.07 0.17
H HNW 19 0.11 0.02 0.07 0.15
W H 7 0.10 0.02 0.07 0.16
SW W 8 0.10 0.02 0.07 0.15
HE HSE 4 0.10 0.02 0.07 0.15
H HE 27 0.10 0.02 0.07 0.14
HSE TNW 0 0.10 0.02 0.06 0.16
TNW H 0 0.10 0.02 0.06 0.16
W R 0 0.10 0.03 0.06 0.17
TNW R 1 0.10 0.03 0.06 0.17
TSW W 0 0.10 0.03 0.06 0.16
NE TSW 2 0.10 0.02 0.06 0.16
HE HW 0 0.10 0.02 0.06 0.16
HNW TSW 0 0.10 0.02 0.06 0.15
NE T 0 0.09 0.02 0.06 0.14
W SW 20 0.09 0.02 0.06 0.13
HSE TSW 0 0.09 0.02 0.05 0.15
HNW T 1 0.09 0.02 0.06 0.13
H TNW 0 0.09 0.02 0.06 0.14
TNW SW 0 0.09 0.02 0.06 0.13
R W 0 0.09 0.02 0.05 0.15
W NE 0 0.09 0.02 0.05 0.14
HSE T 0 0.08 0.02 0.05 0.13
TNW NE 2 0.08 0.02 0.05 0.14
HE H 7 0.08 0.02 0.05 0.12
HE R 3 0.08 0.02 0.05 0.14
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Model summary from the logistic regression utilizing seasonal stage and Kidson
types as predictors for October. The order is presented in the Kidson types most likely
to render a frost to least likely.
PNKT MKT Transition Count p (frost) Standard Error Lower Confidence Level Upper Confidence Level
T W 4 0.08 0.02 0.05 0.12
H TSW 0 0.08 0.02 0.05 0.12
H T 1 0.07 0.02 0.05 0.11
W HNW 26 0.07 0.01 0.05 0.11
HE SW 1 0.07 0.02 0.04 0.11
TNW HNW 0 0.07 0.02 0.04 0.11
W HE 3 0.07 0.02 0.04 0.11
HE NE 8 0.07 0.02 0.04 0.11
TNW HE 6 0.07 0.02 0.04 0.11
NE W 0 0.06 0.02 0.03 0.11
HNW W 28 0.06 0.01 0.04 0.09
W TNW 8 0.06 0.02 0.04 0.10
TNW TNW 94 0.06 0.01 0.04 0.08
HSE W 0 0.06 0.01 0.03 0.09
HE HNW 0 0.06 0.01 0.03 0.09
HE HE 86 0.05 0.01 0.04 0.07
W TSW 0 0.05 0.01 0.03 0.09
TNW TSW 6 0.05 0.01 0.03 0.08
H W 17 0.05 0.01 0.03 0.07
W T 20 0.05 0.01 0.03 0.07
TNW T 48 0.05 0.01 0.03 0.07
HE TNW 15 0.05 0.01 0.03 0.08
HE TSW 0 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.07
HE T 2 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.06
W W 88 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.05
TNW W 4 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.05
HE W 21 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.04
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A.3 November
Table A.3 Model summary from the logistic regression utilizing seasonal stage and Kid-
son types as predictors for November. The order is presented in the Kidson types most
likely to render a frost to least likely.
PNKT MKT Transition Count p (frost) Standard Error Lower Confidence Level Upper Confidence Level
HW HSE 24 0.14 0.03 0.09 0.21
HW HW 43 0.13 0.02 0.09 0.19
HW H 11 0.11 0.02 0.08 0.17
HW R 6 0.11 0.03 0.07 0.18
SW HSE 1 0.11 0.02 0.07 0.17
TSW HSE 0 0.11 0.03 0.06 0.17
SW HW 18 0.10 0.02 0.07 0.16
TSW HW 5 0.10 0.03 0.06 0.16
HW SW 1 0.10 0.02 0.06 0.15
HW NE 0 0.09 0.03 0.05 0.16
R HSE 2 0.09 0.03 0.05 0.15
SW H 2 0.09 0.02 0.06 0.13
R HW 3 0.09 0.03 0.05 0.15
SW R 4 0.09 0.02 0.05 0.14
TSW H 0 0.08 0.02 0.05 0.14
T HSE 0 0.08 0.02 0.05 0.13
TSW R 5 0.08 0.02 0.05 0.14
T HW 2 0.08 0.02 0.05 0.13
HW HNW 2 0.08 0.02 0.05 0.12
SW SW 205 0.08 0.01 0.06 0.10
HW HE 1 0.08 0.02 0.05 0.12
R H 0 0.07 0.02 0.04 0.13
SW NE 0 0.07 0.02 0.04 0.12
TSW SW 5 0.07 0.02 0.05 0.11
R R 34 0.07 0.02 0.05 0.11
TSW NE 9 0.07 0.02 0.04 0.11
T H 0 0.07 0.02 0.04 0.10
NE HSE 2 0.07 0.02 0.04 0.11
T R 1 0.07 0.02 0.04 0.11
HW TNW 0 0.07 0.02 0.04 0.11
HNW HSE 2 0.07 0.01 0.04 0.10
R SW 1 0.06 0.02 0.04 0.11
NE HW 1 0.06 0.02 0.03 0.11
HNW HW 11 0.06 0.01 0.04 0.10
HSE HSE 120 0.06 0.01 0.05 0.08
SW HNW 30 0.06 0.01 0.04 0.09
R NE 4 0.06 0.02 0.03 0.11
SW HE 0 0.06 0.01 0.04 0.09
T SW 74 0.06 0.01 0.04 0.08
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Model summary from the logistic regression utilizing seasonal stage and Kidson
types as predictors for October. The order is presented in the Kidson types most likely
to render a frost to least likely.
PNKT MKT Transition Count p (frost) Standard Error Lower Confidence Level Upper Confidence Level
TSW HNW 0 0.06 0.01 0.03 0.09
HSE HW 3 0.06 0.01 0.04 0.09
HW TSW 3 0.06 0.02 0.03 0.10
TSW HE 0 0.06 0.02 0.03 0.09
T NE 2 0.05 0.01 0.03 0.09
HW T 0 0.05 0.01 0.03 0.09
NE H 0 0.05 0.01 0.03 0.09
H HSE 34 0.05 0.01 0.04 0.08
HNW H 31 0.05 0.01 0.04 0.07
NE R 2 0.05 0.01 0.03 0.09
HNW R 0 0.05 0.01 0.03 0.09
SW TNW 0 0.05 0.01 0.03 0.08
R HNW 1 0.05 0.01 0.03 0.09
H HW 9 0.05 0.01 0.03 0.08
HSE H 9 0.05 0.01 0.03 0.07
R HE 0 0.05 0.01 0.03 0.08
TSW TNW 10 0.05 0.01 0.03 0.08
HSE R 9 0.05 0.01 0.03 0.08
T HNW 1 0.05 0.01 0.03 0.07
NE SW 0 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.07
T HE 1 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.07
HNW SW 11 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.07
SW TSW 8 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.07
NE NE 74 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.06
HNW NE 1 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.07
H H 146 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.05
TSW TSW 101 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.06
R TNW 5 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.07
HSE SW 0 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.07
SW T 32 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.06
H R 0 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.07
HSE NE 12 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.07
TSW T 11 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.06
T TNW 10 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.06
R TSW 4 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.06
HW W 1 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.06
H SW 1 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.05
NE HNW 0 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.06
W HSE 1 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.06
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Model summary from the logistic regression utilizing seasonal stage and Kidson
types as predictors for October. The order is presented in the Kidson types most likely
to render a frost to least likely.
PNKT MKT Transition Count p (frost) Standard Error Lower Confidence Level Upper Confidence Level
HNW HNW 65 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.05
NE HE 1 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.06
TNW HSE 0 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.06
H NE 0 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.06
HNW HE 1 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.05
R T 1 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.06
T TSW 16 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.05
W HW 0 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.06
HSE HNW 0 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.05
TNW HW 0 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.06
HSE HE 34 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.05
T T 243 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.04
NE TNW 15 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.05
HNW TNW 0 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.05
H HNW 15 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.04
W H 4 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.04
SW W 19 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.04
HE HSE 3 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.04
H HE 17 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.04
HSE TNW 0 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.05
TNW H 0 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.05
W R 0 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.05
TNW R 3 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.05
TSW W 0 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.05
NE TSW 13 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.04
HE HW 0 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.04
HNW TSW 1 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.04
NE T 0 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.04
W SW 20 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.04
HSE TSW 1 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.04
HNW T 4 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.04
H TNW 0 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.04
TNW SW 0 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.04
R W 0 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.04
W NE 0 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.04
HSE T 0 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.04
TNW NE 3 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.04
HE H 10 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.03
HE R 0 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.04
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Model summary from the logistic regression utilizing seasonal stage and Kidson
types as predictors for October. The order is presented in the Kidson types most likely
to render a frost to least likely.
PNKT MKT Transition Count p (frost) Standard Error Lower Confidence Level Upper Confidence Level
T W 11 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.03
H TSW 0 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.03
H T 1 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.03
W HNW 14 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.03
HE SW 3 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.03
TNW HNW 0 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.03
W HE 3 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.03
HE NE 2 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.03
TNW HE 1 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.03
NE W 0 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.03
HNW W 13 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.02
W TNW 3 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.03
TNW TNW 84 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02
HSE W 0 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02
HE HNW 1 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02
HE HE 79 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02
W TSW 0 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02
TNW TSW 9 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02
H W 11 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02
W T 20 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02
TNW T 39 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02
HE TNW 17 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02
HE TSW 0 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02
HE T 1 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02
W W 55 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01
TNW W 3 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01
HE W 19 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01
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Appendix B
ERA - Interim Reanalysis
This appendix supplements the results presented in Part II of Chapter 4 by providing
a more extensive depiction of the evolution of meteorological variables that leads to
a frost or non-frost. It is organized by the way of Kidson type transition, and is pre-
sented in the same order as the results: stagnant anticyclone to the west (HW -> HW),
persistent ridge (R -> R), overpassing anticyclone (HW -> HSE), and finally incoming
anticyclone (SW -> HW). They are further split into the meteorological variables in this
order: mean sea level pressure (MSLP), MSLP anomalies, wind speed and direction,
total column water (TCW) anomalies, and relative humidity.
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Figure B.1 Mean MSLP (mb) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the HW -> HW Kidson transition
(stagnant anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three warmest (non-frosts





Figure B.2 Mean MSLP (mb) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the HW -> HW Kidson transition
(stagnant anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three warmest (non-frosts
row - bottom) nights from 1979 to 2017 in October.
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Figure B.3 Mean MSLP (mb) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the HW -> HW Kidson transition
(stagnant anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three warmest (non-frosts






Figure B.4 Mean MSLP (mb) anomalies at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the HW -> HW Kidson
transition (stagnant anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three warmest
(non-frosts row - bottom) nights from 1979 to 2017 in September.
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Figure B.5 Mean MSLP (mb) anomalies at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the HW -> HW Kidson
transition (stagnant anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three warmest





Figure B.6 Mean MSLP (mb) anomalies at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the HW -> HW Kidson
transition (stagnant anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three warmest
(non-frosts row - bottom) nights from 1979 to 2017 in November.
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Figure B.7 Mean U,V, and magnitude (m/s) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the HW -> HW
Kidson transition (stagnant anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three





Figure B.8 Mean U,V, and magnitude (m/s) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the HW -> HW
Kidson transition (stagnant anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three
warmest (non-frosts row - bottom) nights from 1979 to 2017 in October.
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Figure B.9 Mean U,V, and magnitude (m/s) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the HW -> HW
Kidson transition (stagnant anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three






Figure B.10 Mean TCW anomalies (kg/m2) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the HW -> HW
Kidson transition (stagnant anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three
warmest (non-frosts row - bottom) nights from 1979 to 2017 in September.
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Figure B.11 Mean TCW anomalies (kg/m2) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the HW -> HW
Kidson transition (stagnant anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three





Figure B.12 Mean TCW anomalies (kg/m2) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the HW -> HW
Kidson transition (stagnant anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three
warmest (non-frosts row - bottom) nights from 1979 to 2017 in November.
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Figure B.13 Mean relative humidity values (%) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the HW -> HW
Kidson transition (stagnant anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three





Figure B.14 Mean relative humidity values (%) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the HW -> HW
Kidson transition (stagnant anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three
warmest (non-frosts row - bottom) nights from 1979 to 2017 in October.
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Figure B.15 Mean relative humidity values (%) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the HW -> HW
Kidson transition (stagnant anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three
warmest (non-frosts row - bottom) nights from 1979 to 2017 in November.






Figure B.16 Mean MSLP (mb) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the R -> R Kidson transition
(persistent ridge) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three warmest (non-frosts row
- bottom) nights from 1979 to 2017 in September.
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Figure B.17 Mean MSLP (mb) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the R -> R Kidson transition
(persistent ridge) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three warmest (non-frosts row





Figure B.18 Mean MSLP (mb) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the R -> R Kidson transition
(persistent ridge) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three warmest (non-frosts row
- bottom) nights from 1979 to 2017 in November.
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Figure B.19 Mean MSLP (mb) anomalies at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the R -> R Kidson
transition (persistent ridge) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three warmest (non-





Figure B.20 Mean MSLP (mb) anomalies at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the R -> R Kidson
transition (persistent ridge) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three warmest (non-
frosts row - bottom) nights from 1979 to 2017 in October.
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Figure B.21 Mean MSLP (mb) anomalies at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the R -> R Kidson
transition (persistent ridge) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three warmest (non-
frosts row - bottom) nights from 1979 to 2017 in November.





Figure B.22 Mean U,V, and magnitude (m/s) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the R -> R Kidson
transition (persistent ridge) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three warmest (non-
frosts row - bottom) nights from 1979 to 2017 in September.
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Figure B.23 Mean U,V, and magnitude (m/s) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the R -> R Kidson
transition (persistent ridge) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three warmest (non-





Figure B.24 Mean U,V, and magnitude (m/s) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the R -> R Kidson
transition (persistent ridge) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three warmest (non-
frosts row - bottom) nights from 1979 to 2017 in November.
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Figure B.25 Mean TCW anomalies (kg/m2) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the R -> R Kidson
transition (persistent ridge) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three warmest (non-





Figure B.26 Mean TCW anomalies (kg/m2) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the R -> R Kidson
transition (persistent ridge) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three warmest (non-
frosts row - bottom) nights from 1979 to 2017 in October.
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Figure B.27 Mean TCW anomalies (kg/m2) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the R -> R Kidson
transition (persistent ridge) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three warmest (non-






Figure B.28 Mean relative humidity values (%) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the R -> R Kid-
son transition (persistent ridge) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three warmest
(non-frosts row - bottom) nights from 1979 to 2017 in September.
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Figure B.29 Mean relative humidity values (%) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the R -> R Kid-
son transition (persistent ridge) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three warmest





Figure B.30 Mean relative humidity values (%) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the R -> R Kid-
son transition (persistent ridge) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three warmest
(non-frosts row - bottom) nights from 1979 to 2017 in November.
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Figure B.31 Mean MSLP (mb) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the HW -> HSE Kidson tran-
sition (overpassing anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three warmest





Figure B.32 Mean MSLP (mb) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the HW -> HSE Kidson tran-
sition (overpassing anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three warmest
(non-frosts row - bottom) nights from 1979 to 2017 in October.
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Figure B.33 Mean MSLP (mb) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the HW -> HSE Kidson tran-
sition (overpassing anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three warmest






Figure B.34 Mean MSLP (mb) anomalies at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the HW -> HSE
Kidson transition (overpassing anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three
warmest (non-frosts row - bottom) nights from 1979 to 2017 in September.
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Figure B.35 Mean MSLP (mb) anomalies at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the HW -> HSE
Kidson transition (overpassing anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three





Figure B.36 Mean MSLP (mb) anomalies at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the HW -> HSE
Kidson transition (overpassing anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three
warmest (non-frosts row - bottom) nights from 1979 to 2017 in November.
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Figure B.37 Mean U,V, and magnitude (m/s) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the HW -> HSE
Kidson transition (overpassing anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three





Figure B.38 Mean U,V, and magnitude (m/s) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the HW -> HSE
Kidson transition (overpassing anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three
warmest (non-frosts row - bottom) nights from 1979 to 2017 in October.
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Figure B.39 Mean U,V, and magnitude (m/s) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the HW -> HSE
Kidson transition (overpassing anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three






Figure B.40 Mean TCW anomalies (kg/m2) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the HW -> HSE
Kidson transition (overpassing anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three
warmest (non-frosts row - bottom) nights from 1979 to 2017 in September.
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Figure B.41 Mean TCW anomalies (kg/m2) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the HW -> HSE
Kidson transition (overpassing anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three





Figure B.42 Mean TCW anomalies (kg/m2) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the HW -> HSE
Kidson transition (overpassing anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three
warmest (non-frosts row - bottom) nights from 1979 to 2017 in November.
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Figure B.43 Mean relative humidity values (%) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the HW ->
HSE Kidson transition (overpassing anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and





Figure B.44 Mean relative humidity values (%) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the HW ->
HSE Kidson transition (overpassing anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and
three warmest (non-frosts row - bottom) nights from 1979 to 2017 in October.
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Figure B.45 Mean relative humidity values (%) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the HW ->
HSE Kidson transition (overpassing anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and
three warmest (non-frosts row - bottom) nights from 1979 to 2017 in November.




Non-Frost N/A N/A N/A
SW	->	HW September	Mean	MSLP	(1000mb) Legend
Figure B.46 Mean MSLP (mb) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the SW -> HW Kidson transition
(incoming anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three warmest (non-frosts
row - bottom) nights from 1979 to 2017 in September.
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Figure B.47 Mean MSLP (mb) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the SW -> HW Kidson transition
(incoming anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three warmest (non-frosts





Figure B.48 Mean MSLP (mb) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the SW -> HW Kidson transition
(incoming anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three warmest (non-frosts
row - bottom) nights from 1979 to 2017 in November.
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Non-Frost N/A N/A N/A
SW	->	HW September	MSLP	Anomaly	(1000mb) Legend
Figure B.49 Mean MSLP (mb) anomalies at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the SW -> HW Kidson
transition (incoming anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three warmest





Figure B.50 Mean MSLP (mb) anomalies at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the SW -> HW Kidson
transition (incoming anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three warmest
(non-frosts row - bottom) nights from 1979 to 2017 in October.
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Figure B.51 Mean MSLP (mb) anomalies at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the SW -> HW Kidson
transition (incoming anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three warmest
(non-frosts row - bottom) nights from 1979 to 2017 in November.
B.4.3 Wind Speed and Direction
Evening	(1800) Midnight	(0000) Morning	(0600)
Frost
Non-Frost N/A N/A N/A
SW	->	HW September	Mean	Windspeed	and	Direction	(1000mb) Legend
Figure B.52 Mean U,V, and magnitude (m/s) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the SW -> HW
Kidson transition (incoming anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three
warmest (non-frosts row - bottom) nights from 1979 to 2017 in September.
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Figure B.53 Mean U,V, and magnitude (m/s) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the SW -> HW
Kidson transition (incoming anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three





Figure B.54 Mean U,V, and magnitude (m/s) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the SW -> HW
Kidson transition (incoming anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three
warmest (non-frosts row - bottom) nights from 1979 to 2017 in November.
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Non-Frost N/A N/A N/A
SW	->	HW September	TCW	Anomaly	(1000mb) Legend
Figure B.55 Mean TCW anomalies (kg/m2) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the SW -> HW
Kidson transition (incoming anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three





Figure B.56 Mean TCW anomalies (kg/m2) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the SW -> HW
Kidson transition (incoming anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three
warmest (non-frosts row - bottom) nights from 1979 to 2017 in October.
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Figure B.57 Mean TCW anomalies (kg/m2) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the SW -> HW
Kidson transition (incoming anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three




Non-Frost N/A N/A N/A
SW	->	HW September	Mean	Relative	Humidity	(1000mb) Legend	(%)
Figure B.58 Mean relative humidity values (%) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the SW -> HW
Kidson transition (incoming anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three
warmest (non-frosts row - bottom) nights from 1979 to 2017 in September.
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Figure B.59 Mean relative humidity values (%) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the SW -> HW
Kidson transition (incoming anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three





Figure B.60 Mean relative humidity values (%) at 1800, 0000, and 1800 for the SW -> HW
Kidson transition (incoming anticyclone) for the three coldest (frosts row - top) and three
warmest (non-frosts row - bottom) nights from 1979 to 2017 in November.
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